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City of Sherwood
PLANNING COMMISSION

Sherwood City Hall
22560 SW Pine Street
Sherwood, OR 97140

December 9, 2008 - 7PM

Work Session - 6:00 PM
The Planning Commission will hold a work session before the regular business meeting. Topics for the work
session include:

. SWOT (Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats) analysis

. Area 48 concept plan update

. Adams Avenue concept plan update

Work sessions are informal meetings where the Commission and staff can discuss topics but no formal action
is taken from these meetings. Work sessions are open to the public in accordance with public meeting laws.

ln the event the work session topics exceed one hour, the Commission may decide to reconvene the work
session at the close of the business meeting

Business Meetinq - 7:00 PM

1. Callto Order/Roll Call

2. Agenda Review

3. Consent Agenda - Draft minutes from 10114108

4. Staff Announcements

5. GouncilAnnouncements (Mayor Keith Mays, Planning Commission Liaison)

6. Community Comments (Ihe public may provide comments on any non-agenda item)

7. Old Business:

a. PA 08-01 - Brookman Road Concept Plan continuation of discussion. The Planning Commission
will re-convene the public hearing and take new testimony on'the proposed concept plan and
comprehensive plan amendments. The Planning Commission will make a recommendation to the
City Council who will make the ultimate decision. The concept plan identifies zoning and provides
strategies and recommendations on transportation, parks, infrastructure, and habitat friendly
development. The date of the City Council hearing on the matter will be determined at the close of
the Planning Commission hearing.

8. New business

a. PA 08-03 - Sign Code update - The City will consider updates to the sign ordinance to limit the
height and size of free-standing signs city-wide with specific exceptions and to modify the non-
conforming sign requirements so that signs that are non-conforming due to design or under a
certain height or size are not required to come into compliance within a specific period of time.

9. Comments from Commission

f 0. Next Meeting: To be discussed - next scheduled meeting is 12123108, next meeting with agenda
items currently scheduled is 1123109

11. Adjourn



City of Sherwood, Oregon
Planning Commission Minutes

October 14,2008

Commission Members Present:

Chair Allen
Jean Lafayette
Todd Skelton
Raina Volkmer
Todd Skelton

Council Liaison - Absent

Commission Members Absent:
Adrian Emery
Matt Nolan

4.

Staff:

Julia Hajduk, Planning Manager
Heather Austin, Senior Planner
Karen Brown, Recording Secretary
Lee Harrington, Engineering Sr. Project Manager

1 Call to Order/Roll Call - Chair Allen called the meeting to order. Roll was called by
Karen Brown. Chair Allen mentioned that the Commission had finished a work session
earlier in the evening on Sign Code Review and Commercial and Industrial Design
Standards that will show up later at future meetings. He added that the Commission will
not be going back into work session after this meeting.

Agenda Review - Oregon/Washington Lumber Site Plan and the Brookman Road
Concept Plan and a new site plan review called'Winslow Site Plan.

Consent Agenda - the Consent agenda consists of the Draft Meeting Minutes from the
September 23,2008 Planning Commission meeting. No changes or coffections were
made. A motion was made to adopt the minutes. The motion was seconded and voted
on. Motion approved.

Staff Announcements - Julia began with a brief overview of the work session. The
City Council passed a resolution at their last meeting to direct the Staff and the city to
begin looking at potential updates to the free standing sign code. At that meeting, they
also passed a resolution to temporarily prohibit the acceptance of new "free standing"
sign permit applications for the next 90 days while the sign code is reviewed. The
Council also adopted the PUD Text Amendment that the Planning Commission had
reviewed previously.
Julia mentioned that Staff is currently conducting interviews for the Area 48 Concept
Plan and has already selected a consultant for the Adams Avenue Area North of Tualatin
/Sherwood Road Concept Plan and will begin work shorlly on that project.

5. City Council Comments - Mayor Mays was not present
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6 Community Comments - Lisa Jo Frech from Raindrops to Refuge spoke to the
Commission about the Brookman Road concept plan. Raindrops to Refuge has applied
for a couple of grants and if that money is made available they will be able to put together
a panel of local experts in the field of "green design." They would then amange a work
session to allow the commission a chance to ask questions about what it would take to
make the Brookman Road concept plan area a "green" development.

7. Old Business -

a. Chair Allen reconvened the public hearing on SP08-09 Oregon/Washington
Lumber, Sherwood Industrial Park, Phase L Chair Allen asked for any exparte'
contact. None was given.

Heather Austin presented the staff reporl. She noted that the staff report prepared for
this continued meeting included "red" text v¡hich indicates changes frorn the original staff
report. There are three changes in the conditions on pages 22 and23 that are basically
clarifications, no content changes. Staff is still recommending approval.

Tom Wright of Group Mackenzie spoke on behalf of the applicant. They have reviewed
the revised findings and conditions and they are all acceptable to the applicant.

No one from the public chose to speak for or against the proposal; therefore, Chair Allen
closed the public hearing portion of the meeting. He then asked if there were any final
staff comments. There were none given. Chair Allen asked if the Commissioners had any
further comments. Seeing none, Commissioner Lafayette made a motion to approve SP
08-09 Oregon/Washington Lumber. All present were in favor. Motion carried.

b. Chair Allen reconvened the Brookman Road Concept plan (PA 08-01) continuation
of discussion. He reminded the audience that there will be further presentation of
information and more discussion and public testimony to come and there will not be any
final action taken at this time.

Chair Allen and Commissioner Volkmer both disclosed that they live in the Arbor Lane
area and may be potentially effectecl by the concept plan.

Julia called the Commission's attention to a memo dated October 7rt',2008. In the memo,
she has summarized the remaining outstanding issues with a brief overview and a
proposal or recommendation on how to proceed with each issue.

After presentation of the memo, she introduced Tom Pessemier, the Community
Development Director, who will be presenting information on the I-5199 connector

Tom Pessemier first thanked the Commission for their patience while some of the issues
that had come up were review again. Previously lheI-5199 W Project Management Team
presented a comprehensive overiew of where the project was at that time. It was his
intention to have them come back at the next Planning Commission rneeting and tie up
the loose ends and explain what it would all mean to the Brookman Road Concept Area.
However, the Project Steering Committee then made some decisions that really changed
the paradigm of what is happening. He recapped the process as it has happened to this
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point, including reviewing the 6 alternatives that had been proposed. He indicated that
when the I-5/99W Steering Committee began to review the altematives they basically
jumped right into ahybndization plan without taking anything off the table. They
developed a couple of new concepts that had not been discussed earlier. Tom walked the
Commission through the alternatives and indicated that Hybridization Scenario I is
basically a sub-set of Scenario IL The concept behind the Hybrid Scenario II is to try to
meet the project pulpose and need and provide the volume that was identified in the RTP
by using arterials rather that building a freeway. That would mean building 3 arterials in
the Northern, Central and Southern regions of the I-5199W connector study area. Their
plan analysis also included all the transportation demand management, transportation
system management and commuter rail. The I-5199W Steering Committee liked this plan
because it could be phased over time. Tom indicated that as initially proposed there
would be negative consequences to the Brookman Road Concept Plan and that frontage
roads on either side of the Arterial would be necessary and that Brookman Road could be
a collector to this arterial road. At this point Scenario II would need a lot of work before
it could be moved forward. Costs are unknown at this time. Impact to habitat systems is
also unknown.

On October 2"d there was a hybrid workshop where all of the project team members got
together and looked in detail at the two scenarios. They looked at what would happen in
each of the surrounding cities (Sherwood, Wilsonville, Tualatin and Tigard). They ran
many different scenarios and looked at what the effects would be. Tom indicated that he
asked that they run some specific ideas for the Brookman Road area and the southem
arlerial from I-5 to Tonquin Rd. including asking if they could actually make Brookman
Road the arterial. Tom indicated that the answer to that was no - If there is a southem
arterial it will have to be south of Brookman Road. Tom re-capped the answer to the
question about how the I-5199W connector will effect the Brookman Road Concept Plan:
Altematives 1-5 really won't have much effect on the Brookman Road Plan. The
altemative 6 would have minimal impact on the Brookman Road Concept Plan
infrastructure and could also change the land use that could be supported near Highway
99W due to increased connectivity. That plan can be discussed in more detail later. The
concept has always been to realign Brookman. The intersection of Brookman would be
% of a mile away from an interchange that would connect a freeway type system. There
would be a separation between the Freeway system and Brookman and then Brookman
would end up being a collector type facility that would act as a frontage road. Under that
concept there would be very limited access to Hwy 99.

If they move forward with the Brookman Road Concept Plan, Brookman will still really
be a collector to an arterial or connector facility and there will be the ability to access it
from multiple locations.

After the I-5199 W Connector Steering Committee meeting there was still a lot of
confusion regarding what an arterial would mean to Brookman. The committee needed
to take another look at the plans. Hybrid I doesn't have any southern artenal piece, so
that wouldn't have an impact. Hybrid II would be similar to Alternative 6 in the fact that
the arterial would be separated from Brookman. It would be south of Brookman Road
and would be a high capacity arterial and Brookman would be a collector. One concept
proposed that Tom wanted to be sure to share is the possibility that there could be a
phasing plan where Brookman was a collector for a few years until the arterial was built.
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Studies show that it could not handle the traffic in the long run, but that it could be a
collector until the arterial is built.
Chair Allen asked about the time frame for the completion of future phases. Tom said
they are working on modeling to help determine a time frame, but do not have an answer
yet.

Tom summanzed his presentation by saying that he believes the team did a good job of
trying to figure out what could be done that would be compatible with the Brookman
Road Concept plan. There is no consensus at this time on the project team if there is
even going to be a southern arterial or a southem alignment. From everything he has

seen and heard, everyone wants to be sure that whatever is done is compatible with the
Brookman Road Concept Plan.

Julia added that at the last Planning Commission meeting when this discussion was
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Brookman Road. It sounds now like it may open up some more access which would
increase the potential to add more employment land in the area. The transportation plan
does not seem to be effected.

Julia introduced Bill Reed from Johnson-Gardener whom she had invited to speak to
the Commission about the viability of additional employment land in the concept plan
area. Bill stated that the market analysis that was done early in the process assumed that
there would be no true connectivity for the southwest portion of the Brookman sight
study area. Without the connectivity it is a very challenging area to try to get a lot
different types of employment uses. Being at the very edge of the City and the UGB,
lack of connectivity becomes an issue for attracting employers because of visibility issues

and the potential use of Hwy 99. Mr. Reed indicated that with connectivity to I-5,
everything changes with regard to employment uses. Retail/Commercial and Services
development bumps up in terms of likelihood and feasibility, but not as dramatically as

business park developments, light industrial uses, wholesale and light warehouse
industrial distribution that would all take advantage of the quick connection to I-5. With
the existing transpofiation system, over time as absorption occurs in Tualatin and
Sherwood's industrial areas to the north and the east, the employment area that is being
targeted in this area will become less feasible for lots of different types of non-retail
users. However, with the connection to I-5 it as compelling a site as many industrial sites
in the area.

Chair Allen asked if the 10 to 26 acre range currently supporled with no transportation
investment would increase by factors of a few percent or multiples.

Bill's response was the he believes it will increase by multiples and a broadening of the
types of uses would occur.

Commissioner Lafayette asked if he would recommend expanding what the offering is
for that area and adding other non-retail type uses.

Bill agreed that it would be worthwhile looking at those types of uses and sees that it has

the potential to broaden the uses well beyond commercial retail and potentially higher
wage jobs.
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Chair Allen asked if the type of development that has occurred along Upper Boones Ferry
is similar to what we might see.

Bill agreed. He believes that this type of use would allow business owners and
entrepreneurs that are moving to Sherwood to have ownership of industrial space of their
own for wholesaling businesses and that type of use. This would enable a lot more local
business creation.

Julia summanzed by saying; we have a concept plan that could stand as is. If the
transportation system was different, perhaps you could support more employment land
and ultimately a policy decision for council will be to act now on what we know or do
something different considering what may be. She urged the commission to keep that in
mind as they determine what to forward to the City Council.

Commissioner Lafayette asked if Brookman Road ends up being an interim connector or
a parallel connector, would it be recommended to remove some of the commercial area or
remove some residential area.

Bill indicated that he doesn't believe an interim connector with a change over time will
make that much difference in overall appeal of that part of the Concept Plan. On the
retail side the knowledge that Brookman would be an interim connector would be a
detement as developers would know that they would lose that visibility and connection in
time. If the goal is to maximize local employment opportunity, then he believes that it
would be worthwhile to explore increasing light industrial uses for employment purposes
The balance would need some more research on traffic numbers over time. Just the fact
of being close to that intersection of Hwy 99 and the new connector to I-5 make it a very
compelling site for these other uses.

Commissioner Lafayette stated that from experience these types of uses have different
ffaffic pattems than what would already be generated by the residential use; would we
potentially be reducing some of the traffic problems generated by putting in so much
residential zoned land because we would have a different mix of traffic flow?

He said he would defer this question to the Traffic Engineers, but that the users coming
into this type of land are relying on trucks having access to and from I-5 and then largely
being South Washington County and Yamhill county serving firms so there would be a
significant drop in the peak AM/PM major traffic load pattern. The daytime traffic,
business traffic and industrial traffic would change accordingly. If the idea is to change
the commuter pattern, peak AM peak PM that would absolutely have an effect.

Chair Allen posed a statement to Julia. He sees that there is a preference for more jobs
vs. more houses. He is leaning toward recommending allowing zoning that would
preserve the ability to capture the good community outcome from transportation
investments, then if they find out down the road that they are not going to happen take a
look at it again, but not to eliminate those options altogether at this time.

Julia indicated she understood. She has been looking for ways to move this out of the
Planning Commission's responsibility onto a policy level decision. One option she is
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contemplating would be to propose a recommendation to adopt the concept plan with an

employment reserve that is not implemented for the central area, and maintain the ability
to evaluate the plan at future date.

Julia summed up by stating that the commission has been given the information they had

requested. They have talked with the Parks Board, discussed traffic in more detail,

discussed economics, and discussed the I-5199 connector. She would like to recommend
opening up another public hearing and allowing the public to speak to all of the items the
commission has been thinking about and then have the Commission deliberate on what to
forward to the City Council. She can be prepared to recommend some options for policy
after or as the Commission is hearing the information.

Due to holidays in November it was determinecl that the Deoember 9tl'rneeting woulcl be
the best time for public hearing.

A motion was made to continue the Brookman Road Addition Concept Plan to the
December 9tl'meeting. All were in favor. The next public hearing will be December 9tl',

2008.

I New business - Chair Allen opened the public hearing for SP 08-08 the'Winslow
Site Plan.

Michelle Miller presented the Staff report for the'Winslow Site Plan, located on
Galbreath Dr. The project site is a2 acre vacant lot. The proposed project will include a
general industrial building on the site approximately 32,000 sq. ft. with 56 parking
spaces. The site plan drawn includes an interesting feature in that the applicant plans to
use low impact development for the storm drainage include flow-through planters that
increase the landscaping on site. Michelle stated that there is an amended condition that
the applicant is requesting and staff is supportive of. As proposed by the applicant,
Condition C-4 will now read: prior to approval of the public improvements plans submit
a signed non-remonstrance agreement to flilly and completely waive the right to
remonstrate against the formation of a local improvement district or other similar
mcchanism to fund future road improvements along SW Galbreath and a fair portionment
of the cost of the signal at SW Gerda and SW Tualatin-Shetwood Road."

Michelle stated that Washington County has noted safety concems at the

Galbreath/Gerda intersection and The City is in the process of establishing an inter-
Govemmental Agreement with Washington County to fund the improvement of a signal
at that intersection.

Michelle summarized stating that Staff recommends approval of the site plan

Commissioner Lafayette asked about items on pages l7 and 18 in reference to Pride
Disposal.

Miohelle's respontled that the applicant has revised their site design to meet Pride's
requirements.
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Commissioner Lafayette asked about the condition F-6 that states:" submit verification
that the proposed tenants fall within the industrial use and not office category that are
permitted in General Industrial zone." And questioned how this can be required when
office uses are allowed.

Chair Allen stated that the way he is reading the condition is that on a blank piece of
ground you can do warehouse or office. The applicant has proposed to do a warehouse.
Since the lot has been sited, the parking has been calculated and all of the other condition
have been met the applicant has now locked themselves into this use only.
Michelle concurred with Chair Allen's statement.

Chair Allen opened the public testimony portion of the hearing.

Betty Sheppard of Mildren Design Group spoke on behalf of the applicant. She

indicated that the building orientation will be back to back with the Treske building,
leading to the storefront entries being on the southwest of the building. The building has

been designed for up to 6 tenants each with a drive-in door and a shared dock. No large
truck traffic is anticipated. They have added some architectural interest at each entrance.
The building is designed with several "green" features to increase the energy efficiency
of the building. The applicant agrees with the conditions of approval.

Commissioner Lafayette mentioned the concems of safety at the intersection of Gerda
and Tualatin/Sherwood Road.

Michelle explained that there is an agreement that has been made between Washington
County and the City to address changes at that intersection.

There was no other testimony for or against the proposal; therefore Chair Allen closed the
public hearing.

The Commission briefly discussed the proposal and a motion was made by
Commissioner Lafayette to approve SP08-08 Winslow Site Plan. Motioned seconded
and all were in favor. Motion carried.

Commission Comments - Commissioner Lafayette asked why the lighting plan was not
required on the Winslow Site Plan. Michelle responded that when it is a general
condition that all of the city ordinances, and codes be followed, then they are not required
to include that information on the site plan.

No other Commission comments were raised.

8. Next Meeting: December 9 , 2008

Chair Allen closed the meeting at 8:55 pm

End of minutes.
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City of Sherwood
STAFF REPORT:

December 2,2008
File No: PA 08-01 - Brookman Addition Concept Plan

Signed
Julia uk, Plan ng Manger

I. INTRODUCT¡ON

This report is the second staff report to the Planning Commission for the Brookman Addition Concept
Plan. This report builds upon the June 3, 2008 staff report by reflecting the information and direction
received from the Planning Commission during a series of work sessions held between June and
October 2008. All exhibits and background information that contributed to the original staff report and
this update are identified in Section Vl of this staff report. For simplicity purposes, this report
continues to reference the original proposed Comprehensive Plan policies, map and concept plan
and recommends conditions as needed to modify the original documents to reflect additional
information or modified direction.

This staff report and findings of fact is a compilation of land use planning proceedings for the
development of a neighborhood concept plan for the Brookman Addition. The draft Concept Plan is
included as Attachment I with Attachment 2 being an Appendix to the Concept Plan. The Concept
Plan will be adopted and implemented through amendments to the Comprehensive Plan (Part 2)
including proposed text changes to Chapter I (Attachment 3) and a proposed map amendment
(Attachment 4). Further implementation of policies and recommendations in the newly adopted
portions of the Comprehensive Plan will be forthcoming through amendments to the Sherwood
Zoning & Community Development Code (SZCDC - Part 3), Transportation System Plan, Water
Master Plan, Sanitary Sewer Master Plan, Park Master Plan and Stormwater Master plan. Finally,
application of the Comprehensive Plan zone designation will not occur until the property is actually
annexed into the City of Sherwood, at which time it is recommended that an annexation plan be
required to ensure funding for necessary improvements, Transportation Planning Rule (TPR)
compliance and implementation of the Concept PIan vision.
The report is organized into the following sections:

L lntroduction (above)
ll. Background (Public lnvolvement & Proposal Overview)
lll. Affected Agency, Measure 56 Public Notice, and Public Comments
lV. Type 5 - Legislative Plan Amendment Criteria and Findings of Fact

A. Local standards
1. SZCDC - Section 4.203.01 Plan Text Amendment
2. SZCDC - Section 4.203.02 Plan Map Amendment
3. Comprehensive Plan policies

B. State standards
1 . Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) - OAR 660-012-0060
2. Statewide Land Use Planning Goals

C. Regional standards
1. Metro Ordinance No. 02-9698
2. Metro Urban Growth Management Functional Plan - Title 11

V. Recommendation
Vl. Attachments
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BACKGROUND

Background
The purpose of this Brookman Addition Concept Plan is to provide a conceptual guide to the area's
development as a new addition to Sherwood. As such, it articulates a clear and coherent vision for
the area. The Concept Plan identifies future land uses, parks and trails, natural resource areas,
transportation improvements, and public facilities - all guided by planning efforts developed with
substantial public involvement.

This Concept Plan' implements Metro's decision in 2002 to expand the regional urban growth
boundary (Metro Ordinance 2002-9698). The Sherwood City Council initiated the public process to
comprehensively plan for the area prior to annexation and development. This represents an update of
a similar plan completed in 2000 for this area. The Soufhern Expansion Concept Plan, developed in
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and went through a public involvement process. For those reasons, elements of that plan were
considered in the development of this concept plan.

The plan area consists of 247 acres and is located at the southern edge of Sherwood. A relatively
narrow swath of land (only 1,300 feet wide in its north-south dimension), it is generally defined as
bordered by Pacific Highway (99W) to the west, Brookman Road to the south, Ladd Hill Road to the
east and existing residential development (and the current city limits) to the north.

Running north-south through the site are the Old Pacific Highway, an existing rail corridor and Cedar
Creek. The land is a combination of moderately sloped areas adjacent to Goose Creek and Cedar
Creek, and the lower slopes of Ladd Hill along Ladd Hill Road. These landforms and drainages create
a series of small hills and dips that one experiences when traveling east-west along Brookman Road.

To the north, the Brookman Addition is bordered by existing residential neighborhoods and
Sherwood's largest master planned community, Woodhaven. The area is approximately 2 miles from
downtown Sherwood via the direct connection of Main Street and Ladd Hill Road (one of few
continuous north-south routes in the City). Brookman Addition borders rural and agricultural lands to
the south, which transition to the beautiful and visually impressive slopes and ridgeline of Ladd Hill.

Process and Public lnvolvement
The Concept Plan was developed by a 16-member Steering Committee representing residents and
property owners in the Brookman Road area, Sherwood citizens, the Woodhaven Homeowners
Association, the Arbor Lane Homeowners Association, Shenvood City Council and Planning
Commission, Sherwood Parks Board, Sherwood School District, Metro, Washington County, Clean
Water Services, Oregon Department of Transportation, and Raindrops to Refuge. The committee met
seven times between lttlay 2007 and February 2008.

ln addition to the Committee meetings, additional process steps and community involvement
included:

. Study area tour by the consultant team

. Two public open houses

. Project website with regular updates

. On-line opportunities to comment following the open houses

. Monthly updates in the Sherwood Gazette
o Email notice and extensive mailing prior to each public event
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Early and continuous public outreach and involvement was coordinated and timed to coincide with
project tasks and key outcomes. The major milestones in the process were:

. Development of a public involvement plan

. lnventory of base conditions and projections of market demand, land use, transportation,
natural resources and infrastructure needs

. Establishment of project and concept plan goals

. Development of three alternative concept plans

. Evaluation of alternatives and development of a draft concept plan incorporating the most
desired elements

. Refinement of the concept plan and preparation of implementation strategies

. Submission and endorsement of the final Concept Plan and implementation strategies

Appendix A to the Draft Concept Plan is the public involvement report providing a detailed list of the
public involvement milestones and outcomes during this process.

Proposal Overview
The Comprehensive Plan was amended in 2006 with the implementation of the Area 59 Concept Plan
to provide a framework for future concept plans. The proposal is to adopt the Brookman Addition
Concept Plan by reference and incorporate the key findings and recommendations from that concept
plan into Chapter I of the Comprehensive Plan (Urban Growth Boundary Additions). lmplementation
of the Concept Plan as part of this proposal will also include the adoption of amendments to the
Comprehensive Plan Map to include new zoning designations for the Brookman Road area. The
actual zone does not change until annexation occurs.

The City of Sherwood sent an electronic notice to DLCD on April 25, 2008,45 days prior to the first
evidentiary hearing. Notice was sent to Metro and ODOT on May 13, 2008. Mailed public notice,
including Measure 56 notice, was provided on May 21, 2008, which exceeds the City requirement of
10 days prior to the first evidentiary hearing. In addition, Metro's Title 11 (Chapter 3.07.1140)
requires notice sixty (60) days prior to adoption. Notice was sent to all agencies on ltlay 22, 2008
therefore Metro has received notice more than 60 days prior to adoption.

Aqency Comments
Formal agency comments are included in the record and attached as Attachment 5A-5F. The
following is a summary of agency and public comments received:

PGE indicates that "PGE has overhead poles & wire (facilities) on Brookman Rd.(the portion running
N/S) west of Ladd Hill Rd. PGE overhead on Brookman Rd. running east - west on the south side of
Brookman Rd. all the way to Pacific Hwy 99W. We have OH facilities on Old Pacific (Capital) Hwy.
north of Brookman rd., SW Middleton Rd. north of Brookman & on SW Pearl St. off Middleton. These
facilities could be relocated or undergrounded, per PGE Tariff filed with the PUC of Oregon. PGE
would not underground our facilities if it didn't involve 5 poles or more at one time. lf the subdivision
development along any of the above mentioned roads were to be done, the city would need to
provide the necessary facilities to underground our lines beyond the current development, if that
development involved less than 5 PGE poles.

Any of the distribution lines, transformer and services currently serving PGE customers would be
removed or relocated according to the disposition of the property it serves. lf the structure was
demolished PGE would remove any facilities that did not require a metered service or customer any
more. lf the home or facility we are serving remains within the new development, the developer would
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be responsible for undergrounding the existing OH facilities or rerouting the current underground
facilities with PGE replacing or rerouting their facilities.

PGE has no transmission (11sKV and above) facilities within this current Brookman Study area."

Clean Water Services provided general comments that will apply when development occurs but also
noted that the area would need to be annexed into Clean Water Services District boundaries before
any developmeni could occur that would require Sanitary or storm sewer.

Washington County indicated that they did not have specific comments at this time, but noted that
Brookman Road and Middleton are County Facilities.

Kinder Morgan, The Gity of Sherwood Broadband Manager and ODOT Sign Program responded
indicating that they did not have any comments.

ODOT submitted comments prior to the public hearing with recommended changes to ensure
compliance with the Transportation Planning Rule. There recommendations have been incorporated
in to the staff report. The ODOT letter is Exhibit 5F.

Public Comments
Public comments may be provided at any time prior to the close of the public hearing, The
Commission took verbal and written testimony and left the record open at the end of the June 1Oth

meeting. Written public comments between the June 1Oth meeting and the date of this report are
identified as Exhibits 6a-6j. The Commission heard many issues raised by the public and determined
they wanted more information prior to taking action. The Commission held five (5) work sessions
discussing elements of the concept plan, primarily in response to public input received.

A. Local Standards
The City shall find that the following criterion is met by the proposed amendment

1. Section 4.203.01Text Amendment Review Criteria
"An amendment to the text of the Gomprehensive Plan shall be based upon the need
for such an amendment as identified by the Gouncil or the Commission. Such an
amendment shall be consistent with the intent of the Comprehensive Plan, and with all
other provisions of the Plan and Code, and with any applicable State or Gity statutes
and regulations."

FINDING: The following section of this report addresses the need for the plan map and text
amendments as well as consistency with the Plan policies and applicable regional and state
standards.

2. Section 4.203.02 Map Amendment Review Criteria
A. The proposed amendment is consistent with the goals and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan.

Compliance with the Comprehensive Plan policies is discussed below in lV.A.3

B. There is an existing and demonstrable need for the particular uses and zoning
proposed, taking into account the importance of such uses to the economy of the
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Gity, the existing market demand for any goods or services which such uses will
provide, the presence or absence and location of other such uses or similar uses
in the area, and the general public good.

Metro underwent an exhaustive and rigorous process to determine a regional residential
land supply and made a policy decision to add the Brookman Addition (Area 54155) into
the Urban Growth Boundary. ln addition, at the beginning of the process to develop the
concept plan, a market analysis was done to determine the need for the zones currently
proposed. This analysis found that the need exists for the zones proposed. During
Planning Commission work sessions, much discussion occurred regarding whether
additional employment land could be supported in this area given the Economic
Opportunities Analysis (EOA) the City has recently adopted. Based on initial
Commission direction, the consultant team re-designed the concept plan to increase
employment to 28.71 acres (which is roughly equivalent to the high end demand
identified in the market analysis) and modified the density accordingly to stay within the
Metro requirements. Based on this revision, DKS determined that an increase in
employment land had no significant effect on the transportation system and identified
improvements.

During the discussions with the Commission and the consultant team it was revealed that
the market analysis assumed the existing transportation system and did not factor in
increased transportation connections resulting from a new road south of the project area.
Bill Reid of Johnson Gardner spoke to the Commission and indicated that, if a good
transportation connection were available south of the project area, it would open up the
prolect area to better market conditions and would likely support more employment land.
However, designation of employment land that is not supported by a good transportation
system could result in no growth or "low" growth (single story, low investment).

FINDING: As recommended by the Steering Committee and in consideration of the
EOA, the Commission does not concur that there was adequate demonstration for the
amount of employment land compared to residential land proposed. The Commission
finds that substantial evidence supports employment land at the high end of the market
analysis recommendations and the following condition:

GONDITION: Modify the concept plan consistent with (Exhibit 9-2) which provides 28.71
acres of employment land and adjusts the remaining residential densities to maintain the
required 10 dwelling units per acre. Modify the corresponding comprehensive plan map
(exhibit 9-3) and proposed comprehensive plan changes accordingly to reflect the
updated metrics.

G. The proposed amendment is timely, considering the pattern of development in the
area, surrounding land uses, any changes which may have occurred in the
neighborhood or community to warrant the proposed amendment, and the
availability of utilities and services to serye all potential uses in the proposed
zoning district.

Clearly, the proposal is timely given the Brookman area was added to the UGB in 2002
and the original deadline to complete concept planning was March 2006. While Metro
approved an extension for two years for the development of a concept plan to allow the
City additional time to secure funding and see how the l-5/99W connector project was
proceeding, a concept plan still must be completed to comply with the Metro
requirements. The concept plan outlines the need for new residential, commercial and
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office land in a pattern that is interconnected where possible and compatible in land use.
The concept plan has determined that public facilities are available and could be
extended to serve the concept plan area. The planning effort identified cost estimates,
however, because the cost to extend services exceeds existing funds and funding
sources in some instances, it is recommended that prior to annexation, a potential
developer work with the City to submit a plan for how they intend to develop the area and
provide services. The plan would need to be approved by the City Council prior to or
concurrent with annexation.

FINDING: As discussed above, because utilities are not immediately available to
serve this concept plan area, it is recommended that annexation of the area be subject
to a detailed plan for funding and extending services. This is condition further in this
report under B (State standards), 1 (Transportation Planning Rule).

D. Other lands in the City already zoned for the proposed uses are either unavailable
or unsuitable for immediate development due to location, size or other factors.

This criteríon is intended for zone change applications for land inside the city limits
instead of new UGB additions and therefore, this standard is not applicable to UGB
expansion areas. ln addition, based on the market analysis performed at the
beginning of the concept planning process, it was found that additional properties with
the proposed zones are needed to meet a demonstrable need, regardless of the "other
lands in the City already zoned for the proposed uses".

FINDING: As discussed above, this standard is satisfied

3. Comprehensive Plan Policies

Chapter 4:
Section E (Residential Land Use). Subsection 2 (Residential Planninq Desiqnations)
Policy I - Residential areas will be developed in a manner which will insure that
the integrity of the community is preserved and strengthened.
Policy 2 - The City will insure that an adequate distribution of housing styles and
tenures are available.
Policy 3 - The City will insure the availability of affordable housing and locational
choice for all income groups.
Policy 4 - The Gity shall provide housing and special care opportunities for the
elderly, disadvantaged and children.
Policy 5 - The City shall encourage government assisted housing for low to moderate
income families.
Policy 6 - The City will create, designate and administer five residential zones
specifying the purpose and standards of each consistent with the need for a balance
in housing densities, styles, prices and tenures. :

The plan is consistent with the residential planning designation policies by providing a
range of densities from Medium Density Residential Low to High Density Residential which
will provide for a mix of housing types that meets the needs at all income levels, including
single-family detached and attached, townhouses, condominiums and apartments. Of the
five potential residential zones available, three have been allocated for the Brookman
Area. This míx of densities provides the Metro-required average density of 10 uniis per
acre while allowing for transitions from the existing residential areas to the north towards a
higher density mixed use neighborhood center along Old Pacific Highway.
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FINDING: The concept plan and proposed map and text amendment are consistent
with these policies.

Section 1.2 (Commercial Planninq Desiqnations)
Policy 1 - Commercial activities will be located so as to most conveniently service
customers.
Policy 2 - Commercial uses will be developed so as to complement rather than detract
from adjoining uses.
Policy 3 - Highway 99W is an appropriate location for commercial development at the
highway's intersections with City arterial and major collector roadways.

The concept plan is consistent with the applicable commercial designation policies by
providing for commercial uses within close proximity to 99W and along Old Pacific
Highway, a designated Collector. The locations are conveniently located to serve the High
Density Residential and Medium Density Residential zones within the concept plan area as

well as the existing community.

FINDING: The concept plan and proposed map and text amendment are consistent
with these policies as proposed and modified with recommended conditions.

Section K.2 (lndustrial Planninq Desiqnation)
Policy 1 - lndustrial uses will be located in areas where they will be compatible with
adjoining uses, and where necessary services'and natural amenities are favorable.
Policy 2 - The Gity will encourage sound industrial development by all suitable means
to provide employment and economic stability to the community.

The plan proposes light industrial office uses as a complement to the commercial and
residential uses proposed. Because the Ll zone allows manufacturing, which may not be

compatible with the residential portion, it may be necessary to limit the uses to ensure the
area is developed in the way envisioned in the concept plan. This can occur through the
master planning process recommended for the western area (discussed further in this
report) and further implementation of the concept plan vision through updates to the
development code.

FINDING: The concept plan and proposed map and text amendment are consistent
with these policies as proposed and modified with recommended conditions.

Section O (Communitv Desiqn)
Policy 1 -The City will seek to enhance community identity, foster civic pride,
encourage community spirit, and stimulate social interaction through regulation of
the physical design and visual appearance of new development.
Policy 2 - The formation of identifiable residential neighborhoods will be encouraged.
Policy 3 - The natural beauty and unique visual character of Sherwood will be

conserved.
Policy 4 - Promote creativity, innovation and flexibility in structural and site design.

The plan and plan policies meet the above policy goals by establishing a conceptual
plan that includes preservation of open spaces, parks, an integrated trail system,
mixed use commercial areas and both residential and commercial/office uses in close
proximity to reinforce the area as a new residential neighborhood that is also
connected to and expands upon the existing community.
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FINDING: The concept plan and proposed map and text amendment are consistent
with these policies.

Chapter 5:
Section C.3 (Natural resources and Hazards)
Policy 2 - Habitat friendly development shall be encouraged for developments
with Regionally Significant Fish and Wildlife Habitats identified as Map V-2
Policy 3 - Prime agricultural soils will be reserved from development until
required for other uses
Policy 4 - Provide drainage facilities and regulate development in areas of runoff
or erosion hazard.

Open space, fish and wildlife habitat, and historic resourccs (Goal 5) will be protected.
The plan has been developed with consideration of Metro's Goal 5 inventory. The
concept plan reflects those areas identified under the Tualatin Basin Program as
undevelopable by removing them from the density calculations. Underlying zoning has
been applied, even to those identified as potential natural resources, because on the
ground determinations were not made as part of this project. The City can and will
require a wetland determination and delineation of wetlands and floodplains when a
land use action is proposed if deemed necessary.

FINDING: The concept plan and proposed map and text amendment is consistent with
these policies.

Section E.3 (Recreational Resources Policies)
Policy I - Open Space will be linked to provide greenway areas.
Policy 2 - The Gity will maximize shared use of recreational facilities to avoid
cost duplication.
Policy 5 - The City will protect designated historic and cultural landmarks in
accordance with the Code standards.

The plan is consistent with the applicable recreational resources Policy 1 by providing
linked greenways connecting to exiting greenways and providing a trail network
connection both the new development and the existing developments. The plan also
recommends combing water quality facilities with parks and open spaces to maximize
shared uses consistent with policy 2.

Regarding Policy 5, the planning process did not evaluate historic features as part of
this scope, and therefore there are no "designated" historic resources. Staff
conducted a review of state database records as well at the City's inventory if historic
resources and found none previously designated. However there are some "features"
,of potential historical significance. Most notably is the Middleton Cemetery which was
platted by the County in 1899 and the "Town of Middleton" which was originally platted
in 1889 with some right of way vacations in 1911. The plan assumes that the
cemetery will remain undeveloped and the Plan builds upon the historic Middleton
subdivision pattern by keeping the street network generally intact. A review of the tax
assessor's data indicates that the oldest structure was built in 1901 (24351 SW
Middleton Rd). There are 6 additional structures built prior to 1930 which are generally
located in the vicinity of the Middleton Subdivision. While there is no proposal to
formally identify resources within this area as historic, the development code currently
specifies a process for designation of Historic Landmarks. Should the Council,
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property owner or citizens initiate a landmark designation, it would be reviewed

consistent with Chapter'16.166.030 of the Sherwood Development Code as a Plan

Amendment.

FINDING: The concept plan and proposed map and text amendment are consistent

with these policies.

Section F.(Energv Resources)
Policy 4 - The City will encourage energy efficiency in the design and use of sites,
structures, transportation systems and utilities.

The area has been designed, consistent with Metro requirements, to provide an

average residential density of 10 units per acre with higher densities focuàed around a

mixed use commercial and employment area. This compact design with multi-modal

transportation choices encourages energy efficiency by providing opportunities for
people to live near where they work and walk instead of drive.

FINDING: The concept plan and proposed map and text amendment are consistent

with these policies.

Ghapter 6, Goal I
Provide a supportive transportation network to the land use plan that provides
opportunities for transportation choices and the use of alternative modes serving
all neighborhoods and businesses.

Policy 1 - The City will ensure that public roads and streets are planned to
provide safe, convenient, efficient and economic movement of persons, goods
and services between and within the major land use activities. Existing rights of
way shall be classified and improved and new streets built based on the type,
origin, destination and volume of current and future traffic.

Policy 2 - Through traffic shall be provided with routes that do not congest local
streets and impact residential areas. Outside traffic destined for Sherwood
business and industrial areas shall have convenient and efficient access to
commercial and industrial areas without the need to use residential streets'

Policy 3 - Local traffic routes within Sherwood shall be planned to provide
convenient circulation between home, school, work, recreation and shopping.
Convenient access to major out-of-town routes shall be provided from all areas
of the city.

Policy 4 - The City shall encourage the use of more energy-efficient and

environmentally-sound alternatives to the automobile by:
. The designation and construction of bike paths and pedestrian ways;
. The scheduting and routing of existing mass transit systems and the
development of new systems to meet local resident needs; and
. Encouraging the development of self-contained neighborhoods,
providing a wide range of land use activities within a single area.

Policy 6 - The City shall work to ensure the transportation system is developed
in a manner consistent with state and federal standards for the protection of air,

land and water quality, including the State lmplementation Plan for complying
with the Glean Air Act and the Glean Water Act.
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Policy 7 - The City of Sherwood shall foster transportation services to the
transportation-disadvantaged including the young, elderly, handicapped, and
poor.
Policy I - The City of Sherwood shall consider infrastructure improvements with
the least impact to the environment.

The planned transportation system is generally consistent with the existing
Transportation System Plan (TSP) by providing as much connectivity as possible while
respecting the natural resources and physical barriers such as the railroad, topography
and Pacific Highway. Recommendations for specific improvements will ensure that
traffic routes and intersections are not congested beyond acceptable levels. The
recommendation to limit traffic on Red Fern to no more than 1,000 vehicles per day
(VPD) addresses Policy 2 by ensuring that, if a connection is made to Red Fern, it will
not result in conqestion of local streets brevond a tvoical local street stanrJarrJ This is' J' - -' - -Jr'--'

reflected in proposed Policy 4.10. There was consíderable discussion at the public
hearing and in the Commission worksessions about whether the Red Fern connection
was needed and whether there were options available to ensure the 1,000 vpd
siandard was met after a project was built. Chris Maciejewski of DKS spoke at the
July 22,2008 work session and provided information as well as discussed options for
ensuring the traffic volumes were not exceeded. While the comprehensive plan and
concept plan policies are clear, to address this concern it is recommended that an
additional comprehensive plan standard be included stating that the concept plan area,
specifically the area adjacent to the Red Fern connection cannot be annexed (and
hence developed at the identified densities) until development code amendments are
adopted to fully implement the comprehensive plan policy amendments.

The transportation concept was developed with consideration to the infrastructure
costs and potential impact to the environment and, as a result, fewer connections
through natural resource areas are planned.

FINDING: As discussed above, while the proposed concept plan and
Comprehensive Plan zoning is consistent with this policy a condition is recommended
to ensure the development code ís updated to fully implement the policies prior to
annexation.

CONDITION Add a new Comprehensive Plan policy "8.2" which states: "to facilitate
and ensure implementation in accordance with the concept plan policies, annexation of
the properties within the Brookman Addition concept plan area may not occur until
development code amendments are made to implement applicable policies, including
but not limited to policy 4.10."

Ghapter 7:
Objective 1 - Develop and implement policies and plans to provide the following
public facilities and services: public safety fire protection, sanitary facilities,
water supply, governmental services, health services, energy and
communication services, and recreation facilities
Objective 2 - Establish service areas and service area policies so as to provide the
appropriate kinds and levels of services and facilities to existing and future urban
areas. (Page 2)
Objective 3 - Coordinate public facility and service plans with established growth
management policy as a means to achieve orderly growth. (Page 2)
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Objective 4 - Goordinate public facility and service provision with future land use
policy as a means to provide an appropriate mix of residential, industrial and
commercial uses. (Page 2)

The City of Sherwood will be the primary provider of urban services with the exception
of fire protection. Service areas will not extend outside the Brookman area with the
exception of sanitary sewer which is proposed to extend within the creek bed of Cedar
Creek. This creek runs outside the existing UGB for a distance of approximately 2,250
feet before returning back to the Brookman area and continuing northwest; however,
this line will not provide sewer service to any areas outside the UGB. The plan has
been developed with consideration of existing and recently adopted master plans and
considered the appropriate mix of residential, industrial and commercial uses with the
ability to serve them in mind.

FINDING: The concept plan and proposed map and text amendment is consistent
with these policies.

Chapter 8 (Urban Growth Boundary Additions)
Policy I - Focus growth into areas contiguous to existing development rather than
"leap frogging" over developable property.
Policy 2 - Encourage development within areas that have access to public facility
and street extensions in the existing city limits.
Policy 6 - Provide multi-modal access and traffic circulation to all new
development that reduces reliance on single occupant vehicles (SOV) and
encourages alternatives to cars as a primary source of transportation.
Policy 7 - Establish policies for the orderly extension of community services and
public facilities to areas added for new growth consistent with the ability of the
community to provide necessary services. New public facilities should be
available in conjunction or concurrently with urbanization in order to meet future
needs. The City, Washington County, and special service districts should
cooperate in the development of a capital improvements program in areas of
mutual concern. Lands within the urban growth boundary shall be available for
urban development concurrent with the provision of the key urban facilities and
services.
Policy I - Provide for phased and orderly transition from rural to suburban or
urban uses. Larger UGB expansion areas shall include a phased development
plan to achieve a sustainable transition over time.

The plan has been developed consistent with the applicable Urban Growth Boundary
Addition policies 1, 2 and 6 by providing for a transportation system than builds upon
the existing network along with mitigating improvements where impacts ate
anticipated. Development is planned with higher densities near employment and retail
areas along with a network of walking trails connecting the developments within the
concept plan area and the existing community. The Brookman Addition is contiguous
to the existing city limits and no "leap frogging" over developable property is proposed.

Through the implementation and annexation of the Concept Plan area, it is

recommended that an annexation plan be required prior to consideration for
annexation. A plan for annexation should detail more specifically a proposed
development plan consistent with the Concept Plan along with a funding plan to ensure
that improvements are made in an orderly and sustainable manner. By making this a
condition of any annexation within this area, Policies 7 and I identified above would be
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addressed. This is discuss in more detail and an additional condition recommended
further in this report under discussion of the Transportation Planning Rule (lV.8.1 )

FINDING: As discussed above, the Urban Growth Management Polices are not
fully met, but will be met as conditioned further in this report.

B. State Standards

Transportation Planninq Rule (TPR): The City finds that the proposed concept plan
complies with applicable requirements of the state Transportation Planning Rule (OAR
660-12-0060) Plan and Land Use Regulation Amendments:

(1) Amendments to functional plans, acknowledged comprehensive plans, and land
use regulations which siqnificantlv affect a transportation facilitv shall assure that
allowed land uses are eonsistent with the identified function, eapaeity, and
performance standards (e.9. level of service, volume to capacity ratio, etc.) of the
facility. This shall be accomplished by either:

(a) Limiting allowed land uses to be consistent with the planned function,
capacity, and performance standards of the transportation facility;
(b) Amending the TSP to provide transportation facilities adequate to support
the proposed land uses consistent with the requirements of this division;
(c) Altering land use designations, densities, or design requirements to reduce
demand for automobile travel and meet travel needs through other modes; or
(d) Amending the TSP to modify the planned function, capacity and performance
standards, as needed, to accept greater motor vehicle congestion to promote
mixed use, pedestrian friendly development where multimodal travel choices are
provided.

(2) A plan or land use regulation amendment significantly affects a transportation
facility if it:

(a) Ghanges the functional classification of an existing or planned transportation
facility;
(b) Changes standards implementing a functional classification system;
(c) Allows types or levels of land uses which would result in levels of travel or
access which are inconsistent with the functional classification of a
transportation facility; or
(d) Would reduce the performance standards of the facility below the minimum
acceptable level identified in the TSP.

The plan does not envision changing the functional classification of any of the existing
roads from the current TSP; however, without mitigation, the concept plan zoning
would reduce the performance standards below the minimum acceptable level of the
TSP. lt is therefore determined that the plan, once implemented via annexation and
assignment of the specific zoning, would significantly affect the transportation system.
Staff has analyzed the plan for compliance with the Transportation Planning Rule
(TPR). The plan has been developed to comply through a combination of 1a-1c.
Specifically:

1a - as the plan was developed, commercial zones were modified/limited from the
original plans to ensure level of service remained within acceptable ranges on existing
roads and intersections. The plan provides for high density residential near mixed use,
commercial and office areas which will allow and encourage non-vehicular
transportation. ln addition, the plan identifies a network of multi-use paths that will

1
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encourage residents to walk to the new commercial areas as well as connect to the
existing pedestrian system that connects to Old Town.

1b - The TSP will need to be updated to ensure full compliance with the TPR to reflect
the recommendations of the Concept Plan. The TSP is scheduled for an update to
address a few specific issues as well as to incorporate assumptions and
recommendations of the concept plan.

1c - The plan and specifically Appendix B (Attachment 2) identifies specific
improvements and costs to mitigate the impacts to comply with the TPR and level of
service (LOS) standards. ln order to fully comply with the TPR, a funding commitment
for the improvements specified to comply with the TPR must be demonstrated. The
plan identifies potential funding sourcesioptions but does not provide or recommend a

specific funding plan or mechanism for funding specific improvements. Because
properties cannot develop until they have been annexed and zoning subsequently
changed to reflect urban zoning, it is necessary and appropriate to require that, prior to
annexation, an annexation plan, accepted by the City via resolution, be required that
identifies specific improvements. ODOT provided comments indicating that the
annexation plan must also establish a funding mechanism or combination of
mechanisms to ensure that land is not brought into the City and zoned for urban
development without funding determined.

FINDING: As discussed above, in order to fully comply with the TPR, the plan must
specifically state that the City is confident that they will be able to fund the
improvements identified in the concept plan and is committed to funding improvements
with the funding options identified in the Plan. Upon annexation and assignment of
zoning, the City must specifically identify a funding mechanism or combination of
funding mechanisms for the improvements identified. Therefore, the following
condition is needed.

CONDITION: Modify the proposed Comprehensive Plan policies to create a policy
8.2.a stating that "Annexation, and assignment of zoning can only occur if a plan is
prepared and adopted to ensure that a funding mechanism or combination of funding
mechanisms are in place for the necessary infrastructure improvements consistent
with the funding options identified in the concept plan and in full compliance with the
Transportation Planning Rule."

2. Statewide Land Use Plannins Goals

Goal 1: Citizen lnvolvement - This Goal calls for "the opportunity for citizens to be
involved in all phases of the planning process." lt requires each city and county to
have a citizen involvement program containing six components specified in the goal.
It also requires local governments to have a committee for citizen involvement (GCl)
to monitor and encourage public participation in planning.

Appendix A to the concept plan (Attachment 2) provides a summ ary of the citizen
involvement opportunities provided through the development of the Steering Committee
recommendation. The Planning Commission, which is the designated Citizen lnvolvement
Committee under this goal, provides advisory recommendations to the City Council for
review and adoption.

FINDING: The plan has been developed consistent with this Goal
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Goal 2: Land Use Planninq - outlines the basic procedures of Oregon's statewide
planning program. lt says that land use decisions are to be made in accordance with
a comprehensive plan, and that suitable "implementation ordinances" to put the
plan's policies into effect must be adopted. lt requires that plans be based on
"factual information"; that local plans and ordinances be coordinated with those of
other jurisdictions and agencies; and that plans be reviewed periodically and
amended as needed. Goal 2 also contains standards for taking exceptions to
statewide goals. An exception may be taken when a statewide goal cannot or should
not be applied to a particular area or situation.

The concept planning process weighed a number of land uses and zoning designations
that address the local, state and regional standards. The plan was developed based on
factual information regarding existing conditions and projected demands on infrastructure
and density The plan was developed with Washington eounty, Metro and ODOT
representation on the Steering Committee and adjacent communities notified of key
actions, updates and meetings through the interested parties' list notifications.

FINDING: The plan has been developed consistent with this Goal

Goal 3: Aqriculture
This goaldoes not apply

Goal 4: Forestry
ïhis goal does not apply

Goal 5: Natural Resources - covers more than a dozen natural and cultural resources
such as wildlife habitats and wetlands. lt establishes a process for each resource to
be inventoried and evaluated. lf a resource or site is found to be significant, a local
government has three policy choices: preserve the resource, allow proposed uses
that conflict with it, or strike some sort of a balance between the resource and the
uses that would conflict with it.

The plan was developed using the Metro inventory of significant natural resources and,
once brought into the City, the Tualatin Basin Program as implemented by the City will
appfy. The City implemented the Basin program in 2007 after over 5 years of regional,
county-wide and local discussion of the resource values compared to the ESEE
consequences of prohibiting development in those resources. Because the Basin program
as implemented by the City is compliant with Goal 5 at both the Regional and State level,
additional Goal 5 analysis was not conducted for this project in respect to natural
resources.

As discussed previously under lV.A.3, Chapter 5, Section E.3, the project did not include
scope to analyze in depth the potential for historic resources and none were raised as
significant at the steeríng committee or public open house discussions. State rules
encourage inventorying of historic resources, but does not mandate it to comply with Goal
5. ln addition, unless a property owner accepts being designated as a historic resource,
the City cannot designate a specific property as a historic resource that is subject to
restrictions. Because the concept planning process did not designate historic resources,
this element of the goal 5 standards is not applicable.

FINDING: The plan has been developed consistent with this Goal
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Goal 6: Air and Water Qualitv - requires local comprehensive plans and
implementing measures to be consistent with state and federal regulations on
matters such as groundwater pollution.

Sherwood is located in the Portland Metropolitan Air Quality Management Attainment
Area. The proposal encourages alternative modes and transportation demand
management to reduce reliance on the automobile and improve air quality.

FINDING: The plan has been developed consistent with this Goal

Goal 7: Natural Hazards - deals with development in places subject to natural
hazards such as floods or landslides. lt requires that jurisdictions apply
"appropriate safeguards" (floodplain zoning, for example) when planning for
development there.

FINDING: This goal does not apply to this concept plan as the City already has
"appropriate safeguards" in place for development within the floodplain.

Goal 8: Recreation - This goal calls for each community to evaluate its areas and
facilities for recreation and develop plans to deal with the projected demand for
them. lt also sets forth detailed standards for expedited Èiting of destination
resorts.

The plan in Exhibit A provides for approximately 6.21 acres of neighborhood and
community park land in addition to tot lots and open spaces associated with natural
resource protection, pedestrian paths and water quality facilities. While the intent was that
the allocation of park land was based on the existing comprehensive plan dwelling unit to
park acreage ratio, it was determined that the park acreage had not been updated when
the dwelling unit number was updated. Upon additional review during the work sessions
and consideration of hybrid modifications to allow additional employment land, the actual
park acreage was determined to be 8.29, not including tot lots. ln order to fully implement
the park standard an update to the Park System Master Plan to ensure this acreage is
factored into the Parks Board program and allocation of potential SDC's will be needed. ln
addition, it will be necessary to update the development code to require the dedication of
land for small neighborhood lots in conjunctíon with individual developments to ensure that
the "tot-lots" are provided in addition to the community and neighborhood parks at the local
level.

While there has been some discussion from concerned property owners that the park
locations identified in the hybrid plan are inappropriately located due to topography and
proximity to natural resources, it is understood that the locations identified only
conceptually illustrate the overall size of parks and the desire to distribute the parks
amongst the 2 sub-areas. To ensure this is more clear, it is recommended that proposed
comprehensive plan policy 5.1 be amended to state "Establish an open space network
consistent with the Open Space Framework plan in terms of overall park acreaqe, qeneral
size of neiqhborhood and communitv parks and distribution of parks amonqst the 3 sub-
areas. The ultimate locations of parks shall be determined by the Citv and Parks Board as
land becomes available and in consideration of all applicable park needs and sitinq
standards."
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FINDING: The plan has been developed consistent with this Goal, however as discussed
above, conditions are needed to reflect accurate park acreage needs and to make the
intent more clear regarding conceptual locations of parks.

CONDITIONS:
1. Amend the park acreage assumptions identified in the first bullet under Parks,

Open Space and Natural Resource Preservation (Exhibit 3, Chapter 8, page
llfo reflect the updated population identified in Exhibit 9-2.

2. Amend proposed comprehensive plan policy 5.1 to read Establish an open
space network consistent with the Open Space Framework plan in terms of
overall park acreage. qeneral size of neiqhborhood and communitv parks and
distribution of parks amonclst the 3 sub-areas. Tlte ultimate locations of parks
shall be determined bv the Citv and Parks Board as land becomes available
and in consideration of all applicable park needs and sitinq standards.

Goal 9: Economic Development - calls for diversification and improvement of the
economy. lt asks communities to inventory commercial and industrial lands, project
future needs for such lands, and plan and zone enough land to meet those needs

Although employment zones are not a requirement by Metro for the Brookman area, the
proposal allows for a mix of commercial, office and mixed use. Metro verified that, while
not required, there is not a specific limit on the amount of employment land provided for in
the concept planning area provided justification can be made for the need.

ln 2007, the City completed an Economic Opportunities Analysis (EOA) in compliance with
Goal 9 that identified a long term commercial and industrial land need. While the City has
not conducted a housing needs analysis since the Comprehensive Plan was updated in
1991, it is known that there is currently a jobs/housing imbalance of 80% housingto 20%
jobs. With that in mind, along with the EOA findings, a market analysis was conducted to
determine the market viability for commercial and/or industrial land in this specific location.
The analysis (Attachment 7) analyzed a 20 year demand for residential, commercial and
industrial uses and made specific recommendations for the Brookman Addition area. The
recommendation was for 10-26 acres of non-residential zoning in this location. While the
Steering Committee recommended the version that provided 14.09 acres, the Commission
questioned whether this was sufficient and requested staff and the consultant to re-
review the steering committee recommendation provide the maximum employment land
identified by the Market Analysis. Exhibit 9-2_illustrates the revised concept plan with the
maximum employment land recommended.

ln addition, the Commission heard from Bill Reid of Johnson Gardner that additional
employment land may be justified if an arterial road (consistent with the current l-5 to g9W
connector concepts) is constructed. However, because this transportation connection is
not adopted and funded, it may be premature to plan for it in determining the appropriate
mix of employment and residential land uses. For this reason, the Commission recognizes
that a policy choice for the Council is whether to fully implement the concept plan as
revised or whether to implement the east and west sub-areas only while leaving the central
sub-area unimplemented until further transportation decisions are made on the connector
project.

FINDING: The plan has been developed consistent with this Goal
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Goal 10: Housinq - This goal specifies that each city must plan for and
accommodate needed housing types, such as multifamily and manufactured
housing. lt requires each city to inventory its buildable residential lands, project
future needs for such lands, and plan and zone enough buildable land to meet those
needs. lt also prohibits local plans from discriminating against needed housing
types.

The plan is consistent with Goal 10 by providing a range of densities from Medium Density
residential Low to High Density Residential which will provide for a mix of housing types
that meet the needs at all income levels, including single-family detached and attached,
townhouses, condominiums and apartments. The planned land uses are consistent with
the Metro 2040 Growth Concept Map design type for Outer Neighborhood and Title 11. A
slightly higher density with mixed-use and interconnected transportation system will
support transit and allow people to walk or bike. Sherwood will enter periodic review for
Goal 10 in 2009 and will include a Goal 10 inventory and analysis in an approved work
program to determine if a new land and housing policy is necessary.

FINDING: The plan has been developed consistent with this Goal.

Goal 11: Public Facilities - calls for efficient planning of public services such as
sewers, water, law enforcement, and fire protection. The goal's central concept is
that public services should to be planned in accordance with a community's needs
and capacities rather than be forced to respond to development as it occurs.

This goal is addressed by the existing water, sanitary and storm sewer master plans that
already have anticipated development within this area and identified projects that will
ensure this area will be adequately served.

FINDING: The plan has been developed consistent with this Goal

Goal 12: Transportation - The goal aims to provide "a safe, convenient and
economic transportation system." lt asks for communities to address the needs of
the "transportation disadvantaged."

FINDING: The proposed concept plan was reviewed using the TPR standards. This staff
report evaluates TPR criteria to make findings of fact and demonstrate compliance as
discussed previously in this report.

Goal 13: Enerqv Gonservation - declares that "land and uses devel oped on the land
shall be managed and controlled so as to maximize the conservation of all forms of
energy, based upon sound economic principles."

Compliance with Goal 13 is addressed through compliance of the City's Comprehensive
Plan Policy (Chapter 3, Section F, Policy 4) regarding energy resources. As discussed
previously the area has been designed to provide higher densities focused around a mixed
use commercial and employment area. This compact design with multi-modal
transportation choices encourages energy efficíency by providing opportunities for people
to live near where they work and shop and further encourages people to walk instead of
drive.

FINDING:The plan has been developed consistent with this Goal
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Goal 14: Urbanization - This goal requires cities to estimate future growth and
needs for land and then plan and zone enough land to meet those needs. lt calls for
each city to establish an "urban growth boundary" (UGB) to "identify and separate
urbanizable land from rural land." lt specifies seven factors that must be considered
in drawing up a UGB. lt also lists four criteria to be applied when undeveloped land
within a UGB is to be converted to urban uses.

FINDING: ln the Portland Metropolitan Area, Metro has the burden and authority to
conduct growth and land need projections and determine whether and where to expand
the Urban Growth Boundary, therefore, Sherwood cannot address urbanization criteria
outside the existing Comprehensive Plan policies.

C. Regional Standards

1. Title 11

All territory added to the Urban Growth Boundary as either a major amendment or a
legislative amendment pursuant to Metro Code Chapter 3.01 shall be subject to
adopted comprehensive plan provisions consistent with the requirements of all
applicable titles of the Metro Urban Growth Management Functional Plan and in
particular this Title 11. The comprehensive plan provisions shall be fully coordinated
with all other applicable plans. The comprehensive plan provisions shall contain an
urban growth plan diagram and policies that demonstrate compliance with the RUGGO,
including the Metro Council adopted 2040 Growth Concept design types.
Comprehensive plan amendments shall include:

A. Provision for annexation to the district and to a city or any necessary
service districts prior to the urbanization of the territory or incorporation of a
city or necessary service districts to provide all required urban services.

The Brookman Addition is currently in Washington County (with a small portion in
Clackamas County). The City of Sherwood and Washington County have an urban
planning area agreement (UPAA) specifying the City of Sherwood as the ultimate
provider of urban services with the exception of Tualatin Valley Fire & Rescue, which
will confinue to provide emergency response services. Sherwood and Clackamas
County have an Urban Growth Management Area agreement (similar to the UPAA) for
the 27.3 acre portion in the eastern section of the planning area that is in Clackamas
County. Under both agreements (the Washington County UPAA and Clackamas
County Urban Growth Management Agreement, UGMA) it is agreed that the zoning
shall be maintained as is so that development to urban densities cannot occur until the
area is brought into the City.

Once the concept plan has been adopted and comprehensive plan zoning applies,
annexation could potentially occur; however, as previously conditioned a plan for
annexation would have be accepted by the Council prior to annexation demonstrating
how the area brought into the City would be developed without negative financial
impact to the existing Sherwood citizens.

FINDING: As discussed above, the concept plan is consistent with this standard
provided an annexation plan is required prior to annexation of any or all of the
Brookman Addition area.
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B. Provision for average residential densities of at least 10 dwelling units
per net developable residential acre or such other densities that the Council
specifies pursuant to Section 3.01.040 of the Urban Growth Boundary Functional
Plan.

The draft concept plan provides for a combination of zones including office and retail
commercial, light industrial and medium density to high density residential. The
average density for all land zoned residential is 10 units per acre. The determination
of net developable residential acre was made after deducting the land assumed as

wetland, floodplain, vegetated corridor, steep slopes, parks and open spaces, the
existing cemetery and the proposed commercial and industrial zoned portions. As a

result, if changes are made to the underlying assumptions, particularly regarding the
amount of commercial or industrial zoned property, parks and/or open spaces, the
overall density will need to be recalculated to ensure continued compliance through
adoption and implementation. Upon direction from the Commission to provide

employment land at the maximum end identified in the market analysis, the dwelling
unit mix and park land calculations were revised to ensure that the residential density
continue to average 10 units be net residential acre.

There was discussion and a recommendation from the Steering Committee to

coordinate with Metro to determine if an overall lower density would be permitted in

order to provide larger lot sizes (and thus potentially greater protection) adjacent to the
Cedar Creek area. After speaking with Metro staff, it was determined that there was
not support and that if density were decreased in one area, it would need to be

increased in another. lt is recommended that the Commission and Council consider
whether it is appropriate to shift the zoning around to accommodate a lower density in

the Cedar Creek area or leave the zoning as currently proposed with the
understanding that development in this area will need to be sensitive the natural
habitat.

FINDING: As currently proposed, this standard has been met. ln the event the
Commission or Council determine the need to modify the amount or location of certain
types or densities of zoning, additional findings may be required to confirm compliance
continues to be achieved.

C. Demonstrable measures that will provide a diversity of housing stock that
will fulfill needed housing requirements as defined by ORS 197.303. Measures
may include, but are not limited to, implementation of recommendations in Title
7 of the Urban Growth Management Functional Plan.

The existing Code and zones proposed for this area provide for a variety of lot sizes as

well as the possibility for single family attached and detached dwellings, multi-family
developments, condominiums and townhouses. ln addition, the existing code allows
for accessory dwelling units (ADU's) and home occupations to allow liveiwork which
provide options for people to have additional income to off-set the costs of home
ownership. The proposed zones do not distinguish among renter, owner occupied, or
government assisted units thereby allowing all three types consistent with ORS
197.303.

FINDING: As discussed above, this standard is met
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D. Demonstration of how residential development will include, without
public subsidy, housing affordable to households with incomes at or below area
median incomes for home ownership and at or below 80 percent of area median
incomes for rental as defined by u.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development for the adjacent urban jurisdiction. Public subsidies shall not be
interpreted to mean the following: density bonuses, streamlined permitting
processes, extensions to the time at which systems development charges
(SDCs) and other fees are collected, and other exercises of the regulatory and
zoning powers.

Affordable housing (Title 7) has largely been voluntary and Sherwood has made a
policy choice not to adopt all of the land use provisions as a strategy to achieve
affordable housing. However, the City has adopted provisions to allow: (1) accessory
dwelling units (ADUs), (2) small lot sizes for attached housing, (3) manufactured
housing, (4) encourage mixed-use development that typically includes apartments
above commercial, (5) density transfer for open space, (6) waive planning fees under
certain circumstances and conditions, and (7) streamlined most land use applications
for housing to an "Administrative" (Type 2) and "Hearings'officer" (Type 3) format in a
6-8 week processing performance goal. Notwithstanding these measures, the City
Council also has the capability to waive SDC fees for affordable housing.

Even with all these land use and administrative measures, the median price of housing
has continued to rise faster than median family income (MFl). According to the US
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), affordable housing is defined
as a home that costs less than 30 percent of household income. Consequently, the
overwhelming majorit¡i of new housing stock in the last five years has been single-
family detached, generally above the median home price, and therefore out of reach
for most households making at or below 80 percent of the median family income.
Table 2 ilfustrates the MFI and Table 3 depicts the percentage of MFI for rent. The
HUD Portland Area Median lncome as of February 9,2005 was $67,900 for" a family of
fourl. Sherwood is part of the Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) that includes the
four county region.

Based on 2000
Census data, the
average home
price in Sherwood
is $187,500, the
median family
income $67,277,
and the average
household size
2.77.' Bolh tables
have bolded
household sizes
for comparison
and reference. The
Portland area

able 2:2005 Portland-Vancouver, MSA - Median Family Income

Household
Size

0% 120%100% 150%

14,250

27,150

750 þe,soo 38,000 47,550 llsz,Oso 71 300

16,300 32,600

,goo llor,roo

43,450lls¿,soo 0 1,500

20,3s0

18,350 30,550 36,650

81,500

73,350 1 50

33,950

44,000

40,750 54,300 101,850

000 650 58,650 73,350 88,000 10,000

6 3,650 9,400 47,2s0 llos,ooo 78,750 94,500 118,150

zs,2so llqzloo llso,soo 67,350 101 ,05084,200 126,300
o 26,900 44,800 lls:,soo 71,700 89,650 107 134,

1

7

1 Portland Development Commission, Housing Services. Median lncome Levels (2005), April 21, 2005.
http://www.pdc. us/housin g serv/general/mi l.asp
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median sales price in March 2005 as compiled by the Regional Multiple Listing Service
(RMLS)was $223,000.2 Based on 2005 median family income and median sales price,

a family would spend 30 percent of their income on a single-family unit.

Household
Size

30% 50% 60% 120%100%80%

0.75 267 445 534 713 1,070892

356 594 713 950

1,5281,273

1,4261,189

1.5 382 bJo 764 1,018

4.5

3 459 764 916 1,223 1,8341,528

525

985

883 1,059 '1,412 1]66 ll2,11e

7.5

o 591 1.181 1,575

2,1rc 112,608

1,e6e 112,363

1,304 1,738

1

Table 3: 2005 Housing Affordability: Maximum Monthly Rent lncluding
Utilities by Median Family lncome with a Housing Burden of 30%

Alternatives to large lot single-family detached units, which would ideally cost less for
first time homebuyers or provide a bridge to owner-occupied housing, are proposed

through smaller lot sizes allowing single-family detached and attached units as in

rowhouses and townhouses and multi-family development. According to Chapter 4 of
the Comprehensive Plan (Part 2) the City has met its policy objectives.

FINDING: As demonstrated above, this standard has been met.

E. Provision for sufficient commercial and industrial development for the
needs of the area to be developed consistent with 2040 Growth Goncept design
types. Commercial and industrial designations in nearby areas inside the Urban
Growth Boundary shall be considered in comprehensive plans to maintain
design type consistency.

As part of the development of the concept plan, a market analysis was completed to
determine the demand for commercial and industrial land in the expansion area taking
into account the location, transportation network, local needs and the needs of the
neighboring market area (see Exhibit 7, Market Analysis). The market analysis
determined that there is some small scale demand/support for commercial and office
uses to support the local market but that the location was not ideal as a "draw" from
the larger Market area due to its location, proximity to the transportation system,
topography, etc. The recommendation was for 10-26 acres of non-residential zoning
in this location. While the Steering Committee recommended the version that provided

14.09 acres, the Commission questioned whether this was sufficient and requested
staff and the consultant to re-review the steering committee recommendation provide

the maximum employment land identified by the Market Analysis. Exhibit 9-2

illustrates the revised concept plan with 28.71 acres of employment land. The location
of employment in both the steering committee recommended version and the hybrid
version from July 2008 provides access to the existing Sherwood residents as well as

' RIVERA, DYLAN. Want to buy a home? Good luck: Portland-area inventory hits a new low despite big demand, Ihe
Oregonian. April 1 9, 2005.
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the higher density areas planned in the Brookman addition. The hybrid plan (Exhibit 9-
2) will provide for approximately 1,029 jobs to support the 1088 households that would
be added to the area.

FINDING: As demonstrated above, this standard has been met

F. A conceptual transportation plan consistent with the applicable provision
of the Regional Transportation Plan, Title 6 of the Urban Growth Management
Functional Plan, and that is also consistent with the protection of natural
resources, either identified in acknowledged comprehensive plan inventories or
as required by Title 3 of the Urban Growth Management Functional Plan. The
plan shall, consistent with OAR Chapter 660, Division 11, include preliminary
cost estimates and funding strategies, including likely financing approaches.

The transportation concept included in the concept plan provides for connections to
the existing street system. Because of the limited number of existing streets, the
impacts of traffic from the development of this area were carefully considered. ln
addition, there are several physical and environmental constraints that prohibit a
traditional grid type street network as envisioned by the RTP, Title 6 and the TSP.
Specifically, the existing railroad presents a barrier that does not allow for multiple
small block crossings. Existing stream and floodplains essentially prohibit crossing
because the costs to construct a connection would not be able to be supported by the
limited development receiving benefit from such a connection.

During the June 1Oth Commission hearing, testimony was received raising concern
about maintaining the "S" curves at the east end of the concept plan area. As a result
of the input received, the Commission asked the consultant team to revise the plan to
show a straighter connection as opposed to following the existing Brookman right of
way and to re-run the transportation numbers accordingly. The revised alignment was
designed to not attract additional trips onto Red Fern. Exhibit g-2 illustrates this
change. The traffic consultant reviewed this revised alignment and determined that
there would be no significant change to the traffic volumes.

The transportation system planned includes specific improvements with funding
estimates to ensure the area can develop while maintaining acceptable levels of
service. The plan also identifies a variety of options to close the funding gap between
the costs and the projected revenues generated from existing fees and funding
sources. This plan does not recommend specific funding packages, however a
previous recommended condition would require a potential developer to work with the
City to identify a specific plan for extension of public facilities prior to annexation.

As illustrated on the concept plan map, multiple bike/pedestrian trails are planned
throughout the area to connect to existing built or planned trails and provide direct
alternate connectivity options where roads are not planned. Conflicts with delineated
wetlands and Goal 5 areas will be resolved through future design review of
development.

FINDING: As demonstrated above, this standard has been met.

G. ldentification, mapping and a funding strategy for protecting areas from
development due to fish and wildlife habitat protection, water quality
enhancement and mitigation, and natural hazards mitigation. A natural resource
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protect¡on plan to protect fish and wildlife habitat, water quality enhancement
areas and natural hazard areas shall be completed as part of the comprehensive
plan and zoning for lands added to the Urban Growth Boundary prior to urban
development. The plan shall include a preliminary cost estimate and funding
strategy, including likely financing approaches, for options such as mitigation,
site acquisition, restoration, enhancement, or easement dedication to ensure
that all significant natural resources are protected.

The plan incorporated the Metro lnventory of Significant Wildlife Habitat and assumes
that the Tualatin Basin program as implemented by the City of Sherwood will apply.
With that said, it is assumed that no floodplain will be developed and that wetlands will
be protected or mitigated consistent with CWS, DSL and US Army Corps of Engineers
standards. Habitat areas such as heavily treed areas will be encouraged to be
protected through the ability to vary standards when preserving resources. ln addition,
the City of Sherwood has tree removal standards that provide a disincentive to
removing trees. The plan has been developed so as to maximize the natural resource
value by orienting trails, parks and water quality facilities adjacent to the resources. By
doing this, funding would become available to protect and preserve the habitat areas
as improvements are made consistent with the plan.

FINDING: As demonstrated above, this standard has been met

H. A conceptual public facilities and services plan for the provision of
sanitary sewer, water, storm drainage, transportation, parks and police and fire
protection. The plan shall, consistent with OAR Chapter 660, Division ll, include
preliminary cost estimates and funding strategies, including likely financing
approaches.

The public facility maps illustrate the general location, size, and capacity of new
sanitary sewer, storm, and transportation facilities to serve the proposed land uses in
the Brookman Addition.

FINDING: As demonstrated above, this standard has been met.

l. A conceptual school plan that provides for the amount of land and
improvements needed, if any, for school facilities on new or existing sites that
will serve the territory added to the UGB. The estimate of need shall be
coordinated with affected local governments and special districts.

The Sherwood School District was represented on the Steering Committee. As a
result of input from the School District, a potential 10 acre school site was considered
within the planning area. Figure 6 identified potential locations that a school could be
sited within the context of the Concept,Plan diagram. lt was determined not to
propose specific zoning to facilitate any one site over the other, however and the
ultimate determination of whether to site a school within the Brookman Addition area
will be made by the School District. This was supported by Superintendant Dan
Jamison at the June 24,2008 Commission work session. Mr. Jamison has indicated
that the District anticipates a need for a new elementary school with the build out of
this area and they will be looking closely at the three potential sites identified, but they
are fully considering their options for location of a new school site which may or may
not be within this area.
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FINDING: As demonstrated above, this standard has been met.

J. An urban growth diagram for the designated planning area showing, at least,
the following, when applicable:
1. General locations of arterial, collector and essential local streets and

connections and necessary public facilities such as sanitary sewer, storm
sewer and water to demonstrate that the area can be served;

2. Location of steep slopes and unbuildable lands including, but not limited,
to wetlands, floodplains and riparian areas;

3. General locations for mixed use areas, commercial and industrial lands;
4. General locations for single and multi-family housing;
5. General locations for public open space, plazas and neighborhood

centers; and
6. General locations or alternative locatlons for any needed school, park or

fire hall sites.

The draft concept plan map (figure 1, page 15 of the Draft Concept PIan report)
provides the general location of zones including single- and multi-family residential,
industrial, commercial and mixed use areas as well as potential parks and open
spaces. This figure also identifies the general location of constrained lands including
possible wetlands, floodplains and Goal SiTitle 13 resource lands. Figure 5 identifies
the general location of arterials, collectors, neighborhood routes and a potential local
street network. Figure 6 (page 26) identifies 3 alternatives for a potential 10 acre
school site, trails and open space plans. Figure 7 (page 30) identifies all natural
resources including steep slope constraints. Figures 8, 9 and 10 show the conceptual
location of stormwater lines, water system lines, and sanitary sewer system network.

As discussed previously throughout this report, the Commission directed modifications
to the steering committee recommended concept plan to: increase the amount of
employment land, modify the density accordingly to meet the Metro requirement of '10

units per net residential acre, adjust the amount of park land to ensure accuracy and
modify the alignment of Brookman Road at the east end of the project area to remove
the "S" curve" from the collector. Exhibit g-2 provides the modified diagram and
continues to provide the general location of zones including single- and multi-family
residential, industrial, commercial and mixed use areas, potential parks and open
spaces. Exhibit 9-2 also continues to identify the general location of constrained lands
including possible wetlands, floodplains and Goal 5/Title 13 resource lands. The
hybrid plan does not change the classification of streets; however if the hybrid plan is
accepted the street classification map will be modified accordingly to reflect the revised
alignment. The hybrid plan does notaffect Figures 7,8,9or 10.

FINDING: The concept plan, both the proposed Steering Committee version and
the July 2008 hybrid plan, identifies at a conceptual level or better the required
elementsof Title 11, requirementsJ 1-6.

K. The plan amendments shall be coordinated among the city, county,
school district and other service districts.
As stated previously, the concept plan process included extensive public involvement
overseen by the project Steering Committee consisting of representatives from ODOT,
the School District, Washington County and Clean Water Services. Clackamas
County was not represented on the Steering Committee but was included on the
interested parties list and often had a representative in attendance at the meetings.

FINDING: As demonstrated above, this standard has been met.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the above findings of fact, and the conclusion of law based on the applicable criteria,
staff recommends Planning Commission forward a recommendation of approval to the Gity
Council of the plan amendment (PA 08-0f ), subject to any additional amendments, and the
following conditions:

1. Modify the concept plan consistent with (Exhib¡t 9-2) which provides 28.71 acres of employment
land and adjusts the remaining residential densities to maintain the required 10 dwelling units per
acre. Modify the corresponding comprehensive plan map (exhibit 9-3) and proposed
comprehensive plan changes accordingly to reflect the updated metrics.

2. Add a new Comprehensive Plan policy "B.2" which states: "to facilitate and ensure implementation
in accordance with the concept plan policies, annexation of properties within the Brookman
Addition concept plan area may not occur until development code amendments are made to
implement applicable policies, including but not limited to policy 4.10."

3. Modify the proposed Comprehensive Plan policies to create a policy "8.2.a" stating "prior to or
concurrent with annexation, and assignment of zoning of properties within the Brookman addition
area, a plan shall be prepared and adopted by Council to ensure that necessary infrastructure
improvements will be available and a funding mechanism or combínation of funding mechanisms
are in place for the necessary infrastructure improvements consistent with the funding options
identified in the concept plan and in full compliance with the Transportation Planning Rule. The
plan for annexation may address all or part of the concept plan area, subject to Council approval."

4. Amend the park acreage assumptions identified in the first bullet under Parks, Open Space and
Natural Resource Preservation (Chapter B, page 12) to reflect the updated population identified in
Exhibit 9-2.

5. Amend proposed comprehensive plan policy 5.1 to read Establish an open space network
consistent with the Open Space Framework plan in terms of overall park acreaoe, qeneral size of
neiohborhood and communitv parks and distribution of parks amonqst the 3 sub-areas. The
ultimate locations of parks shall be determined by the Citv and Parks Board as land becomes
available and in consideration of all applicable park needs and sitinq standards.

6. Modify the proposed Comprehensive Plan policy changes to add an lmplementation Policy 8.3
which states: "The portion of the concept plan area west of Old Pacific Highway and east of
Highway 99W shall be subject to Master Plan or PUD approval. Development of this area shall
be approved by the City Councíl following a public hearing and shall generally be consistent with
the Concept Plan and shall provide no net change in the amount of land area designated to a
specific zone; however the exact location may change depending on the development proposed
through the master plan."

ln addition, based on Commission input, staff recommends that the Commission forward the
Concept Plan to the Council with the following Policy analysis:

The Commission notes that, upon further review, there could be opportunity to provide more
employment land, specifically within the Central Sub-area, if increase transportation connection is
available via a southern alignment of the l-5/99W connector. A scenario with significantly more
employment would require further analysis to ensure continued compliance with the stated concept
plan goals, state and regional standards as well as public review. However, partial implementation of
the concept plan, either through adoption of comprehensive plan zoning or annexation, may allow time
for l-5/99 W connector decisions to proceed to a point where more certainty on the long term viability
of employment land in this area is known.
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VI. ATTACI-IMENTS
Exhibits - these are part of the record and have been presented to the Commission during the course
of their review.

1. Draft concept plan
2. Appendix to the Concept Plan including:

A. Public lnvolvement Report
B. ïransportation
C. Stormwater
D. Water, Sanitary and Sewer
E. Fiscal lmpact Analysis
F. Existing Conditions

3. Proposed Comprehensive Plan Changes (Draft May 2008)
4. Proposed Comprehensive Map
5. Agency Comments (5a-5f)
6. Public Comments

At the hearing, written testimony was submitted which included Exhibits 6b through 69.
Specifically:

6b - e-mail letter from Kim Barry, dated June 7, 2008
6c - letter from Doug and Paulina Davina, dated June 10, 2008
6d - Written testimony from Neil Shannon, submitted at hearing, not dated
6e - letter from Sue Drouin, dated January 18, 2008 to Julia Hajduk
6f - Copy of police report submitted by David Villapando

The Planning Commission left the written record open and to date, the following additional
public testimony letters have been submitted:

69 - Letter from Ryan and Charise Weller, received June 1 1,2008
6h - e-mail from Stephanie Austermann, dated June 12,2008
6i - letter from Kelly Housanni, dated August 19, 2008
6j - e-mail letter from Kim Barry dated September 4,2008

7. Market Analysis from Johnson Gardner dated June 2007
8. June 17,2008 Commission memo from staff including the following documents from the

Steering Committee phase:
r Existing Conditions report (from Steering Committee meeting #2)
. Design alternatives report (from Steering Committee meeting #4) - this report was in

preparation of the open house #1
. Open House #1 summary report and DKS memo dated 9117107 (from Steering Committee

meeting #5)
. Hybrid plan developed at meeting #5 by the Steering Committee after consideration of the

Open House #l comments (Steering Committee meeting #6)
. Open House #2 summary report (Steering Committee meeting #7)

9. July 15,2008 Commission memo from staff including 4 attachments (1 -comparison of park
acreage, 2 - updated hybrid map, 3 - revised draft zoning map to reflect updated Hybrid map,
and 4 - Exhibit 69 referenced above)

10. Copy of Powerpoint provided by DKS at the July 22,2008 meeting :

I l. August 1 , 2008 Commission memo from staff
12. August 19, 2008 Commission memo from staff
13. October 7 , 2008 Commission memo from staff
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PA 08-01 Brookman Addition Concept Plan Attachments (December 2, 2008) Links

1. Draft Concept Plan

htto://www.ci.sherwood.or.us/qovernment/departments/plannins/brookman/draft concept plan.pdf

2. Appendix to the Concept Plan

http://www.ci.sherwood.or.us/government/departments/plannins/brookman/appendix 050908.pdf

3. Proposed Comprehensive Plan Changes (Draft May 2008)

erwood.or rnmen rt annt broo

4. Proposed Comprehensive Map

http://www.ci.sherwood.or.us/sovernment/depa rtments/pla n nins/brookma n/brookma nzoning05l-408.pdf

5. Agency Comments (5a-5f) (poges 199-207 in the June L0, 2008 PC pocket)

6. Public Comments (6b-6e) þages 3-1-4 in the June 24, 2008 PC pocket)

http://www.ci.sherwood.or.us/city boards/plannine commission/pc packet/2008/06*24 08.pdf

Public Comment (6h\ (page29 in the July 22, 2008 PC packet)

http://www.ci.sherwood.or.us/citv boards/plannins commission/pc packet/2008/07 22 08.pdf

Public Comment (6i) (pages 9-14 in the August 26, 2008 PC packet)

nt mmtssto ack 26 08

Public Comment (6j)

http://www.ci.sherwood.or.us/citv boards/planning commission/pc packet/2008/L0L4publiccomments.pdf

Market Analysis from Johnson Gardner (pages 208-273 in the June L0, 2008 PC packet)

http://www.ci.sherwood.or.us/citv boards/plannine commission/pc packet/2008/06 10 08.pdf

7. June 17,2008 Commission Memo from staff (page 2 in the August 26,2008 PC packet)

mm ack 62408
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City of Sherwood
STAFF REPORT:

December 2,2008
File No: PA 08-03 - Sign Gode amendment

Signed
Julia duk, Plan g Manger

Proposal: Update the sign code to further limit the height and size of free-standing signs city-wide with
specific exceptions. Modify the non-conforming sign requirements so that signs that are non-conforming due
to design or under a certain height or size are not required to come into compliance within a specific period of
time. The proposed amendments are attached to this report as Exhibit A. Exhibit B provides a summary
explanation and impact of the proposed changes.

I. BAGKGROUND

A. Applicant: This is a City initiated text amendment; therefore the
applicant is the City of Sherwood.

B. Location: The proposed amendment is to the text of the development code and, therefore does not
apply to a specific location.

G. Review Type: The proposed text amendment requires a Type V review, which involves public

hearings before the Planning Commission and City Council. The Planning Commission will make a
recommendation to the City Council who will make the final decision. Any appeal of the City
Council decision would go directly to the Land Use Board of Appeals.

H. Public Notice and Hearinq: Notice of the December 9, 2008 Planning Commission hearing on the
proposed amendment was published in The Times on 11127 and 1214. Agency notice was provided

and notice was posted in 5 public locations around town on 11118108.

l. Review Criteria:
The required findings for the Plan Amendment are identified in Section 16.80.030 of the Sherwood
Zoning and Community Development Code (SZCDC).

J. Leqislative backqround:
The sign ordinance was updated in 2004 via PA 04-01, Ordinance 2004-006. At that time, the
height of signs was reduced from 45 feet down to a maximum of 35 feet (for commercial plazas)
and the sign size was reduced from 750 square feet (with options to go larger in certain
circumstances) down to 300 square feet per sign face. Ordinance 2004-006 also defined column
signs, monument signs and prohibited pole signs. At that time, the non-conforming section stated
that all non-conforming signs must be brought into compliance within 5 years. With the new
standards, the non-conforming language was amended to exempt residential signs, church signs
and public signs from the amortization requirement.

The sign code was amended further in 2005 via Ordinance 2005-002 (PA 04-05) to clarify that
signs that were non-conforming as of the date that ordinance was passed must be brought into
compliance within 5 years from that date and any sign erected after that date that were non-
compliant (because permits were in process) would have to be brought into compliance within 5
years after they were constructed. The deadline, then for all non-conforming signs, except those
erected after February 22,2005, would be February 22,2010.
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ln preparation of compliance action, the City conducted an inventory of all free-standing signs in the
city to determine which would be required to be brought into compliance. The inventory revealed
that, with the new definitions of signs regarding differences in design, of the 99 free-standing sign¡
inventoried, approximately 45 were non-conforming. Of those, 38 were non-compliant due t,
design only. ln addition, there was concern about whether the existing sign standards sufficiently
represented the community values for aesthetics and community character. As a result, the City
determined it necessary to evaluate whether the sign code and amortization requirements truly
reflected the community goals. The Council passed Resolution 2008-056 to prohibit staff from
accepting new free-standing sign permit applications for g0 days while the city looked more closely
at the sign ordinance.

II. AFFECTED AGENCY, PUBLIC NOTICE, AND PUBLIC COMMENTS

Aqencies.
The City sent request for comments to the standard agency notification list. The City received
responses indicating that there were no concerns from: ODOT Rail, TVF&R, Washington County
Kinder-Morgan and Metro

CWS provided the following comments: "The signs CWS puts up on Water Quality Facilities and
Vegetated Corridors/Sensitive Areas I believe are exempted under 16.102.010 (3-H). lf correct, then
no further comments."

The City received no response from the following: ODOT, Tri-met, NW Natural Gas, DLCD, DEe,
BPA, Sherwood Public Works, Sherwood Engineering, Pride Disposal, PGE, TVWD and Washington
County.

Public:
A letter was submitted to the Planning Department from Pride Disposal. While this letter was providec
to the Commission during work session meetings, a copy is included in this packet as Exhibit C-1.

A letter to Chair Allen was submitted by Jim Claus along with published materials for his review. A
copy of the letter is included as Exhibit C-2. The published materials provided may be reviewed at City
Hall.

III. REQUIRED FINDINGS FOR A PLAN TEXT AMENDMENT

The applicable Plan Text Amendment review criteria are 16.80.030.1 and 3

16.80.030.1 - Text Amendment Review
An amendment to the text of the Gomprehensive Plan shall be based upon the need for such an
amendment as identified by the Gouncil or the Gommission. Such an amendment shall be
consistent with the intent of the Comprehensive Plan, and with all other provisions of the Plan
and Gode, and with any applicable State or City statutes and regulations.

strated N
As discussed under the legislative background section of this report, the City determined there was a
need to evaluate the sign standards. The Planning Commission held two work sessions to discuss the
current sign standards and to see where Sherwood's standards were in relation to neighboring
jurisdictions. The City evaluated the standards of Tigard, Tualatin, Lake Oswego, West Linn and
Wilsonville to see how Sherwood's standards compared. Exhibit D provides a comparison table of the
commercial and industrial sign standards of each jurisdiction and Sherwood. As the information
demonstrates, Sherwood's standards for height and size exceed all other jurisdictions. The Planning
Commission determined that it was not appropriate for the height and size of signs throughout the City to
be the same for all commercial and industrial zones regardless of location. The Commission provided
direction to set as a standard that no signs shall exceed 6 feet but recognized the need for larger signs
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along Pacific Highway and as part of larger commercial developments and provided direction that
exceptions to the 6 foot standard should be provided. To ensure uniformity cityrvide except those
exception areas, they supported modifying the height of signs in residential zones as well.

The Commission closely reviewed the sign inventory compiled by staff (Exhibit E) as they provided
direction to staff for development of the sign code amendments. lt was recognized that while many signs
were non-conforming as a result of Ordinance 2004-006 they were not so egregious that they must be
removed immediately. The commission did not want, however, to modify the design standards
developed with Ordinance 2004-006. For that reason, it was determined that an additional modification
to the non-conforming section in the sign code was appropriate to exempt signs that were non-
conforming due to design alone. ln addition, because the proposed amendments would further reduce
the height permitted, resulting in signs being non-conforming for height that were not previously non-
conforming it was determined that signs under a certain height or size would also be exempt from the
amortization requirement. The Commission determined that signs exceeding 25 feet in height or 150
square feet in size would be inconsistent with the aesthetic objectives and should continue to be
regulated by the amortization clause,

Consistencv with the Comprehensive Plan
The proposed sign code amendments are consistent with the objectives and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan, specifically Part2, Chapter 4 Community Design:

General Findinqs
Community design and aesthetic quality must be consciously considered in the review of new
developments in order to ensure that Sherwood continues fo be an attractive and efficiently
functioning urban area.
The visual attractiveness of sffe and structures will enhance property values.
Careful attention fo srÏe design can result in protection of natural and man-made features which
contribute to the community's identity.
Visual variety in the /nass, form, height, texture and color rs necessary to avoid the monotonous
urban landscape resulting from urban sprawl.
Srnce 1976, the Sherwood Design Review Board or the Planning Commission has taken
effective action to further community design values in the developmenf of sifes and structures.
Explicit reference to community design and aesthetics goals, objectives and strategies will
serve to strengthen the basrs for their continuing efforts.

3. General Objectives
a. To establish community design and aesthefics as a planning consideration in evaluating new

development.
b. To develop and implement policy which will encourage appropnafeness and compatibility of

new development with the existing natural and man-made environment, existing community
activity patterns and community development.

c. To develop and implement policy which will minimize or eliminate adverse visual effects caused
or perpetuated by the design and location of new development including but not limited to
effects from:
1. The scale, rnass, height, area and architectural design of buildings and structures.
2. Vehicular and pedestrian ways and parking areas.
3. Existing or proposed alteration of natural topographic features, vegetation and

waterways.
4. Other developments or structures including, utility lines, storage, or service areas and

advertising features which may interfere with sun and light exposure, views, vrsfas,
privacy and general aesthetic value of the neighborhood and area.

4. Policies and Strateqies
Policy 3 The natural beauty and unique visual character of Sherwood will be conserved
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Strategy:
Adopt a sign ordinance which regulates the number, size and quality of signs and
graphics. Standardize and improve the quality of public signs and traffic signalization.

The text amendments propose regulations that will allow for signs to be of adequate size for advertising
as demonstrated in other jurisdictions with similar sign regulations as well as signs in the city that would
fully comply with the proposed modified standards. ln addition, the sign standards will result in signs that
are visually pleasing to the citizens of Sherwood. Adopting code language that requires smaller signs
will help to lessen the distraction motorists may face when traveling on major roadways such as Tualatin-
Sherwood Road and US Highway 99W. This will also preserve the character of Sherwood in commercial
and industrial areas elsewhere in the City where larger signs are not necessary because the speed of
travel is less. The amendments will help to preserve the views of the surrounding countryside and
enhance the general aesthetic value of the city.

Applicable Reqional (Metro) standards
There are no known Metro standards that this proposed sign code amendment would conflict with

Consistency with Statewide Planninq Goals
Because the comprehensive plan policies and strategies are not changing and the comprehensive plan has
been acknowledged by the State, there are no conflicts with this text change. Further, there are no known
state goals or standards that the proposed sign code amendment would conflict with.

The process used is consistent with the Goal 1 and 2 requirements (and the development code). The
Commission had two (2) work sessions that were open to the public. The hearings were noticed via
postings in 5 locations around the city, at the City Hall counter, on the City's web site and notice publicized
in The Times newspaper. There are no other relevant statewide planning goals.

FINDING: As demonstrated in the above analysis, there is a need for the proposed amendments to
the sign standards of the development code and the amendments are consistent with the
Comprehensive Plan and applicable City, regional and State regulations and policies.

16.80.030.2 - Transportation Planning Rule Gonsistency
A. Review of plan and text amendment applications for effect on transportation facilities.
Proposals shall be reviewed to determine whether it significantly affects a transportation facility,
in accordance with OAR 660-12-0060 (the TPR). Review is required when a development
application includes a proposed amendment to the Comprehensive Plan or changes to land use
regulations.

FINDING: The amendment will not result in a change of uses otherwise permitted and will have no
impact on the amount of traffic on the transportation system; therefore this policy is not applicable to the
proposed amendment.

tv. RECOMMENDATION

Based on the above findings of fact, and the conclusion of law based on the applicable criteria, staff
recommends Planning Commission forward a recommendation of approval of PA 08-03 to the City
Council.

V. EXHIBITS
A. Proposed development code changes
B. Sign Code Amendment summary table
C. Public comments

1 Pride Disposal
2. Jim Claus

D. Comparison Table of nearby jurisdictions' sign standards
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E. Sherwood inventory of Free standing signs
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Exhibit A

16.102.010 GENERALLY

1. Sign Permits
A. Except as othenrise provided in this Section and Sections 16.1 02.040 through
16.102.070, no person shall construct, install, structurally alter or relocate any
sign without first obtaining an administrative sign permit from the City as required
by Chapter 16.72 and making payment of the fee required by Section 16.74.010.
ln addition, all permitted illuminated signs shall be subject to the provisions of the
State Electrical Code and any applicable permit fees. (Ord. 2005-002 S 5; 2002-
1132)
2. Sign Application
Application for a sign permit shall be made upon forms provided by the City and
shall include the following information:
A. Name, address and telephone number of the applicant. Name, address,
telephone number and signature of the landowner.
B. Location of the building structure or lot to which or upon which the sign is to be
attached or erected.
C. A scaled drawing showing sign design including colors, dimensions, sign size,
height above ground, method of attachment, construction and materials, type,
source and intensity of illumination and the relationship to any building to which
the sign will be attached.
D. A plot plan drawn to scale indicating the location of all buildings, property
lines, existing signs, street lights, easements, and overhead power lines on the
same premises.
E. Name, address and telephone number of the person or firm who will erect,
construct and maintain the sign.
(Ord. 2004-006 S 3; 86-851)
3. Exceptions
The following signs shall not require a sign permit but shall conform to all other
applicable provisions of this Chapter:
A. Traffic signs installed per the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices and
otherfederal, state and localtraffic sign regulations.
B. Nameplates not exceeding one (1) square foot in area.
C. Messages on a legally erected, painted or printed advertising sign, theater
marquee or similar sign specifically designed for the use of replaceable copy.
D. On-site painting, repainting, cleaning and normal maintenance and repair of a
sign.
E. Memorial signs or tablets, names of buildings and date of erection when cut
into any masonry surface or when constructed of bronze or other noncombustible
materials.
F. A construction site sign denoting an architect, engineer, contractor, subdivision
or development, not exceeding thirty-two (32) square feet in area, provided that
such sign is removed within thirty (30) days from date of issuance of the final
occupancy permit or within two (2) years, whichever is less.
G. Portable/Temporary Signs allowed per Sections 16.102.040 through
16.102.070.
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H. Public utility signs and other signs required by law.
l. Signs on private property 3 square feet or less per sign face and under 3 feet
tallwhen freestanding and installed to be readable on private property.
(Ord. 2OO2-1132 S 3; 86-851)
4. Violations
The City shall order the removal of any sign erected or maintained in violation of
the provisions of this Chapter. The City shall give ninety (90) days written notice
to the owner of the sign or, if the owner of the sign cannot be notified, to the
owner of the building, structure or premises on which such sign is located, to
remove the sign or to bring it into compliance. After ninety (90) days the City may
remove such sign at cost to the owner of the building, structure or premises. All
costs incurred by the City will be a lien against the land or premises on which the
sign is located and may be collected or foreclosed in the same manner as similar
liens. (Ord. 86-851 S 3)
5. Nonconforming Signs

I a. Signs which do not conform to the provisions of this Chapter shall be
. regarded as non-conforming signs and shall be brought into compliance with this

I Code's standards.
I b. Any nonconforming sign in existence as of the effective date of Ordinance

2005-002, shall be brought into compliance within five (5) years of the effective
date of Ordinance 2005-002. Any nonconforming sign erected after the effective

I Oate of Ordinance 2005-002 or made non-confoimins bv subsequent sion
I ordinance amendments, sha of the
| @ermit to construct the sign or adoption of the órdinance
I creatinq the non-conlormity.Any nonconforming s ce

within five years shall be removed at the expense of its owner or the owner of the
property upon which it is located.
c. Except as exempted in d below, AAny nonconforming sign which is structuratly
altered, relocated or replaced shall immediately be brought into compliance.
d=._ Permanent residential development siqns, sions in l-P zones or property
developed with public and church usessrgns, and siqns under 25
150 square feet in size are exempt from the requirement to come into compliance
within 5 vears and may remain until structurallv altered. relocated or replaced.this
se€t¡€n. (Ord. 2005-002 S 5; 200a-006)
6. Abandoned Signs
Any person who owns or leases a sign shall remove the sign and sign structure
when the business advertised is discontinued or moves. The City shall give the
owner of the building, structure or premises upon which an abandoned sign is
located ninety (90) days written notice for removal of the sign. After ninety (90)
days the City may remove such sign at cost to the owner of the building,
structure or premises. All costs incurred by the City may be a lien against the
land or premises on which such sign is located and may be collected or
foreclosed in the same manner as similar liens. (Ord. 86-851 S 3)
7. Additional Setbacks
Where the supporting member of any sign is permanently erected or affixed to
the ground within a setback area established pursuant to Section 16.58.020, no
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permit shall be issued for such sign until the owner(s) of the sign and premises
upon which the sign will be erected, enter into a written agreement with the City
providing the supporting member within ninety (90) days of written notice by the
City. The agreement shall further provide that after ninety (90) days the City may
remove such sign at the expense of the owner(s). All costs incurred by the City
may be a lien against such land or premises and may be collected or foreclosed
in the same manner as similar liens. (Ord. 86-851 S 3)
8. Construction and Maintenance
Except as otherwise provided in this Code, the construction of all signs or sign
structures shall conform to applicable provisions of the Uniform Building Code.
All signs, supports, braces, guys and anchors and sign sites shall be kept in good
repair and maintained in a clean, safe condition. (Ord. 86-851 S 3)
9. Definitions
A. Off-Premise Sign: A sign placed at a location other than on the lot or property
where the business or event being advertised or othenruise promoted is located.
B. Sign Face Area: The area of the sign shall be measured as follows if the sign
is composed of one or more individual cabinets or sides:
1. The area around and enclosing the perimeter of each cabinet, sign face or
module shall be summed and then totaled to determine total area. The perimeter
of measurable area shall include all written advertising copy, symbols or logos.
2. lf the sign is composed of more than two sign cabinets, sign facia or modules,
the area enclosing the entire perimeter of all cabinets and/or modules within a
single, continuous geometric figure shall be the area of the sign.
C. Single Business Site: Any lot, or combination of lots legally bound together by
a deed restriction, restrictive covenant or any other recorded document, having a
single legally permitted business on the site.
D. Commercial Center: Any lot, or combination of lots legally bound together by a
deed restriction, restrictive covenant or other recorded document, having at least
two (2) but no more than three (3) legally permitted businesses on the site.
E. Commercial Plaza: Any lot, or combination of lots legally bound together by a
deed restriction, restrictive covenant or other recorded document, having four (4)
or more legally permitted businesses on the site. Any legally permitted off-
premise sign on the site must comply with the provisions of this Chapter.
F. Free-Standing Signs:
1. Monument Sign: A sign constructed so that it is erected on grade or set into a
hillside. lf the monument sign is supported by poles, the sign shall extend to
cover the support poles to within four (4) inches of the grade. Each free-standing
monument sign shall have no more than two (2) faces.
2. Column Sign: A sign supported by two square columns covered by wood,
brick, metal or stone with a minimum width of twenty-four (24) inches or a sinqle
square column with a minimum width of thirtv-six (36) inches and-a-maximsm
width ef thirty six (36) inehes, The eelumns must extend uninterrupted frem-grade

G3. Pole Sign: A free-standing sign_-mounted on one (1) vertical support less
than 36 inches wide.
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I ++q Wall Sign: A sign attached to, erected against or painted on a wall of a
building.

I l¡. eermanent Residential Development Sign: Any sign erected in association
with a single-family attached, single-family detached, duplex or townhome
subdivision or Planned Unit Development (PUD). (Ord. 2005-002 S 5; 2004-006)
{. Roof Signs: Signs erected in or directly above a roof or parapet of a building
or structure.
J. Electronic Messaoe signs: Consistent with 16.102.020.6. electronic message
siqns mav not chanqe more than once every 30 seconds. ln addition, the
chanqe mav not involve movement. flashino or chanqes in intensitv of lighting.
Electronic messaqe siqns are limited to no more than thirtv five (35) percent of
the total allowable sign area oer siqn face.
(ord. 2004-006 S 3)

1 6,102.020 PROH I BITED S IGNS

1. Unsafe or Unmaintained Signs
All signs and sign structures must be constructed, erected and maintained to
withstand the wind, seismic and other loads as specified in the Uniform Building
Code. No sign shall be constructed, erected or maintained in violation of the
maintenance provisions of this Chapter. (Ord. 86-851 S 3)

2. Signs on Streets
No sign shall substantially obstruct free and clear vision along streets or by
reason of the position, shape or color, may interfere with, obstruct the view of, or
be confused with any authorized traffic signal or device. No sign shall use the
words "stop", "look", "danger", or any other similar word, phrase, symbol or
character that interferes with or misleads motorists, pedestrians or bicyclists.
(ord. 86-851 S 3)

3. Obstructing Signs
No sign or sign structure shall be located or constructed so that it obstructs
access to any fire escape, exit doorway or other means of egress from a building
No sign or supporting structure shall cover, wholly or partially, any window or
doorway in any manner that will substantially limit access to the building in case
of fire. (Ord. 86-851 S 3)

4. Rotating or Revolving Signs
Rotating or revolving signs are prohibited. (Ord. 86-851 S 3)

5. llluminated Signs
Flashing signs, exposed reflective type bulbs, strobe lights, rotary beacons, par
spots, zip lights and similar devices are prohibited. No exposed incandescent
lamp which exceeds twenty-five (25) watts shall be used on the exterior surface
of any sign so as to expose the face of such bulb or lamp to a public street. All
permitted signs shall bear an approved Underwriters Laboratory label. (Ord. 86-
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851 S 3)

6. Changing lmage Signs
Any sign that through the use of moving structural elements, flashing or
sequential lights, lighting elements, or other automated method, resulting in
movement, the appearance of movement or change of sign image or message
are prohibited. Changing image signs do not include otherwise static signs where
illumination is turned off and back on at a maximum of once every 30 seconds
and such change does not involve movement, flashing or changes in intensity of
lighting. (Ord.2OO3-1153 S 1)

7. Pole S over stx 6 feet in h ht (ord. 2004-006 S 3)

L Signs on Vacant Land
Any sign on unimproved property, unless allowed as a temporary sign under
Sections 16.102.040 though 16.102.070 shall be prohibited. (Ord. 2004-006 S 3)

9. Permanent Residential Development Signs
(Ord. 2005-002 S 5; 2004-006)

10. Roof Signs (Ord. 2004-006 S 3)

16.102.030 SIGN REGULATIONS BY ZONE

1. Residential Zones
No sign requiring a permit shall be allowed in residential zones except for the
following:

A. Public/Semi-Public Uses
For churches, schools and other public uses located within a residential or
institutional public zone:
1. One (1) wall sign not exceeding thirty-six (36) square feet shall be permitted
on a maximum of two (2) building elevations. Wall signs must be attached flat
against the building face.
2. One (1) free-standing sign per street frontage not exceeding thirty-six (36)
square feet per sign face shall be permitted. A minimum setback of fifteen (15)
feet from property lines adjacent to public streets is required. The maximum
height of any portion of a free-standing sign shall be limited to eig¡ht(8gix.!O) feet
from ground level at its base.

B. Multi-Family Development Signs
One (1) non-illuminated free-standing menumenlsign per street frontage not
exceeding thirty-six (36) square feet per sign face shall be permitted. The
maximum height of any portion of a free-standing sign shall be limited to five
(l5)SlX-(€) feet from ground level at its base. (Ord. 2OO5-002 S 5; 2004-006)
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C. Non-Residential Signs
One (1) monument sign not more than sixteen (16) square feet in area identifying
a permitted use in a residential zone shall be allowed.
(Ord. 2005-002 S 5; 2004-006; 2002-1132\

D. Temporary/Portable Signs
The requirements of Sections 16.1 02.040 through 16.102.070 shall apply.
(ord. 2004-006 S 3)

2. Commercial Zones
No sign requiring a sign permit shall be allowed in commercial zones except for
the following:

A. Free-Standing Signs
1 . Number Permitted: Except as otherwise provided in a.-c. below, Oqne (1)
multi-faced, free-standing sign designating the principal goods or services
available on the premises shall be permitted per lot. Any off-premise free-
standing sign legally located on a site shall be considered the sole free-standing
sign allowed on the site and shall comply with the provisions of this Chapter.

a. Where the total street frontage exceeds three-hundred (300) feet in length,
one (1) additional free-standing sign is permitted.: heweverExcept as othenruise
permitted in b. or c. below. no more than one (1) free-standing sign per street
frontage shall be permitted. Where two (2) or more signs are allowed due to
multiple frontaqes, each sign shall be oriented to face a different direction or
street frontage.
b. One additional free-standing monument siqn may be provided for fueling
stations to provide reouired pricinq information.
c. A Commercial Center or Commercial Plaza with at least two (2) stand
alone businesses may have one additionalfree-standino siqn provided the site
has more than 300 feet of frontage
2. Height Limit: The maximum sign heig ht shall not exceed six (6) feet in all
commercial zones except that in Commercial zones on or within 100 feet of
Pacific Hiohwav or commercial centers or olazas in commercial zones elsewhere
in the citv that are oreater than 10 acres. the heioht. for no more than one sion
oer sinqle business site. commercial center or plaza. mav be increased to no
more than 20 feet to allow for the construction of a column siqn only.+he
+e+lewin+

i+
iz
;a
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I

2$feet
30Jeet
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The height of the sign shall be measured from the average grade of the building
footprint located on site to the highest point of the sign. For sites with more than
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one (1) building, the average grade of the building closest to the location of the
sign shall be used.
3. Clearance: Signs are prohibited over a driveway or parking area.
4. Area:

shall be ne mere than ene hundred fifty (150) square feet, The tetalfer all free

sign shall be ne mo

¡gn
shall be ne mere than three-hundred (300) square feet, The tetal fer allfree-

d= Maximum sign faee area en any sign fer any ene (1) legally permitted business
shall net exeeed en he maximum sion area for
all commercial zones shall not exceed 36 square feet per siqn face with a
maximum of 2 sign faces permitted except that in Commercial zones on or within
100 feet of Pacific Hiohwav or commercial centers and olazas in commercial
zones that are greater than 10 acres elsewhere in the Citv. the siqn area mav be
increased uo to 150 souare feet for no more than one sion oer sinole business
site. commercial center or plaza.
5. Location: No free-standing sign or any portion of any free-standing sign shall
be located within a public right-of-way. Free-standing signs must comply with the
Clear Vision Area requirements of Section 16.58.010.
6. Off-Premise Signs: Sign area will be calculated as part of the permitting
business's total square footage requirements as described in subsect¡on (AXa).
Any off-premise free-standing sign legally located on a single business site shall
be considered the sole free-standing sign allowed on the site and shall comply
with the provisions of this Chapter.
All off-premise signs oriented to be viewed from State Highway 99W shall be
subject to the standards and requirements of the Oregon Administrative Rules
and Oregon Revised Statutes administered and enforced by the Oregon
Department of Transportation (ODOT). Where there is a conflict between the
standards or requirements of the City and the State, the more restrictive
standards or requirements shall apply.

B. Wall Signs
Wall signs in combination with banner and projecting signs placed per Section
16.102.070 and defined in Section 16.102.040C, shall not exceed twenty percent
(2Ùo/o) of the gross area face of the building to which the sign is attached. Signs
placed on or within one (1) foot of display windows and designed to be viewed
from the exterior of the building shall be included in determining the amount of
signing. A minimum of thirty (30) square feet is guaranteed and the maximum
shall be two-hundred fifty (250) square feet. Wall signs may not project more
than one and one-haff (1-112) feet from the wall to which they are attached.

PA 08-03 Sign Code Amendment - Staff proposed amendments for PC review l2l2l08
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C. Projecting Signs
Projecting signs supported by a wall of a building or structure shall be permitted
under the following conditions:
1. Only one (1) projecting sign will be permitted on the same business frontage
with wall signs.
2. No projecting sign shall be permitted on the same premises where there is a
free-standing sign or roof sign.
3. A projecting sign shall be used solely to identify a business and shall not be
used to advertise services or products sold on the premises.
4. No projecting sign shall extend more than three (3) feet above the roof line at
the wall or the top of a parapet wall, whichever is higher.
5. No projecting sign shall be located within twenty (20) feet of another projecting
sign in the same horizontal plane.
6. No projecting sign shall be supported by a frame, commonly known as an "A
frame" or other visible frame located on the roof of a building.
7. No sign shall project to within two (2) feet of the curb of a public street or
beyond five (5) feet from the building face, whichever is less.
D. Directional Signs
The requirements of subsection C shall apply. (Ord. 2004-006 S 3; 2002-1132)

E. Temporary/Portable Signs
The requirements of Sections 16.102.040 through 16.102.070 shall apply
(Ord. 2004-006 S 3; 2002-1132)

3. lndustrial Zones
No sign requiring a permit shall be allowed in industrial zones except for the
following:

A. Signs perrnitted in eemmereial zenes; previded that enly eQne (1) multi-faced
free-standing sign designating the principal uses of the premise shall be
permitted per street frontaoe provided the heioht does not exceed six (6) feet and
the sion face r-free-
stanC+ng-sign¡oes not exceed W square feet per siqn face
for a maximum of
net exeeed ene hundred and twenty (120)72 square feet.

B. Directional Signs - The requirements of subsection C shall apply. (2004-006 S
3:2002-1132)

C. Temporary/Portable Signs - The requirements of Sections 16.102.040 through
1 6102.070 shall apply.

PA 08-03 Sign Code Amendment - Staff proposed amendments for PC review l2l2l08
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Exhibit B
PA 2OO8-O3 Proposed Sign Gode Amendment Summary Table

lF. Free-standing Signs:
1. Monument Sign: A sign constructed so that it is erected on
grade or set into a hillside. lf the monument sign is supported
by poles, the sign shall extend to cover the support poles to
within four (4) inches of the grade. Each free-standing
monument sign shall have no more than two (2) faces.
2. Column Sign: A sign supported by two square columns
covered by wood, brick, metal or stone with a minimum width
of twenty-four (24) inches or a sinqle square column with a
minimum width of thirtv-six (36) inches
3. Pole Sign: A free-standing sign mounted on one (1)
vertical support less than 36 inches wide.

5. Nonconforming Signs
a. Signs which do not conform to the provisions of this
Chapter shall be regarded as non-conforming signs and shall
be brought into compliance with this Code's standards.
b. Any nonconforming sign in existence as of the effective
date of Ordinance 2005-002, shall be brought into
compliance within five (5) years of the effective date of
Ordinance 2005-002. Any nonconforming sign erected after
the effective date of Ordinance 2005-002 or made non-
nnnfnrminn hr¡ qnhqonrent cinn ordinance amendments shall
be brought into compliance within five years of the issuance
of a building permit to construct the sign or adoption of the
ord i na nce creati nq the non-conform itv. Any nonconform i ng
sign not brought into compliance within five years shall be
removed at the expense of its owner or the owner of the
property upon which it is located.
c. Except as exempted in d below, any nonconforming sign
which is structurally altered, relocated or replaced shall
immediately be brought into compliance.
d. Permanent residential development monument siqns.
sions in l-P zones or propertv developed with public and
church uses, and siqns under 25 feet tall and/or 150 square
feet in size are exempt from the requirement to come into
compliance within 5 Vears and mav remain until structurallv
altered, relocated or replaced. (Ord. 2005-002 $ 5; 2004-006)

Proposed change

It was determined that requiring 2
columns may not always be necessary
to ensure the desired aesthetic affect.
Changes will allow for more flexibility in
design.

ln addition, while signs have been
successfully constructed in compliance
with the existing standards, they have
had to be creative in the design simply
to meet the standard with questionable
visual/aesthetic benefit.

Exempts all non-confirming signs from 5
year amortization requirement except
those over 25 feet tall

Explanation

Several existing signs (3) will not longer be
non-conforming.

Allows move flexibility resulting in fewer
"loophole" designs.

Existing signs that are non-conforming due
to design and those made non-conforming
as a result of the proposed code update
under 25 feel tall will not be required to be
removed unless structurally altered,
relocated or replaced.

Does not affect the ability to change sign
content as long as the structure does not
change.

lmpact
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16.1 02.030.1 B.
Multi-Family Development Signs
One (1) non-illuminated free-standing sign per street frontage
not exceeding thirty-six (36) square feet per sign face shall
be permitted. The maximum height of any portion of a free-
standing sign shall be limited to six (6) feet from ground level
at its; base. (Ord. 2005-002 S 5; 2004-006)

16.102.030.1 .4.
Public/Semi-Public Uses
For r:hurches, schools and other public uses located within a
residential or institutional public zone:
1. One (1) wall sign not exceeding thirty-six (36) square feet
shalil be permitted on a maximum of two (2) building
elev¡ations. Wall signs must be attached flat against the
builcling face.
2. One (1) free-standing sign per street frontage not
excereding thirty-six (36) square feet per sign face shall be
permitted. A minimum setback of fifteen (15) feet from
property lines adjacent to public streets is required. The
maximum height of any portion of a free-standing sign shall
be limited to six (6) feet from qround level at its base.

16.102.020.7.
Pole Signs, over six (6) feet in heiqht (Ord.2004-006 S 3)

16.102.010.9.J.
Electronic Messaqe s¡qns: Consistent with 16.102.020.6,
electronic messaqe siqns mav not chanoe more than once
every 30 seconds. ln addition, the change may not
involve movement, flashing or changes in intensity of
lighting. Electronic message signs are limited to no
more than thirty five (35) percent of the total allowable
sign area per sign face.

Proposed change

Changes from current standard of 5 feet
to create citywide uniformity of signs

Changes from current standard of I feet
to create citywide uniformity of signs

With the limit of all signs, with
exception, to 6 feet or less, this
modification allows flexibility in sign
design and removed non-conforming
status for oole siqns under 6 feet.

Explanation
Concern was expressed that electronic
displays could potentially be the entire
sign face whereas the intent is to allow
messages to change. This change
would address that concern while still
allowing a portion of the sign to be
changeable

Would result in at least 1 sign becoming
non-conforming

14 signs currently non-conforming due to
design would be conforming.

Any new electronic message sign would be
limited to 35 % of the total sign face.
Existing signs would be non-conforming but
would be exempt from amortization unless
required due to height or size.

lmpact

16.102.030.2.A.
Free-Standing Signs
1. Number Permitted: Except as otherwise provided in a.-c.

Clarifies how the number of signs
permitted is determined.

May result in potentialfor more signs
depending on commercial center or plaza
lotting pattern; however as discussed
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4. Area:
The maximum siqn area for all commercial zones shall not
exceecl 36 so uare feet nê s o n faec rir¡ifh a mar¿imr rn nf )

below, one (1) multi-faced, free-standing sign designating the
principal goods or services available on the premises shall be
permitted per lot. Any off-premise free-standing sign legally
located on a site shall be considered the sole free-standing
sign allowed on the site and shall comply with the provisions
of this Chapter.

a. Where the total street frontage exceeds three-
hundred (300)feet in length, one (1) additional free-standing
sign is permitted. Except as otherwise permitted in b. or c.
below. no more than one (1) free-standing sign per street
frontage shall be permitted. Where two (2) or more signs are
allowed due to multiple frontaqes, each sign shall be oriented
to face a different direction or street frontage.

mon
provided for fuelinq stations to provide required pricino
information.

I Center or m
least two (2) stand alone businesses mav have one

ed the site h
300 feet of frontaqe

2. Height Limit: The maximum sign height shall not exceed
six (6) feet in all comme that in Commercial
zones on or within 100 feet of Pacific Hiqhwav or commercial
nonfarc anrl n lazas ¡raata {lran 4 ñ aarno alaa..'þ.^.^ i^ +h^f
Citv, the heiqht. for no more than one sion oer sinole
business site, commercial center or olaza. mav be increased
to no more than 20 feet to allow for the construction of a
column siqn onlv.

Proposed change

Limits the sign area for all commercial
zones to no more than 36 square feet
per sign face with exceptions for

Current standards are not clear if it is
determined per lot, business or
development site.

Clarifies that service stations may have
one additional sign, regardless of the
amount of frontage to convey pricing
information
Because the size of signs are being
reduced, it is recommended that for
larger sites (with more than 300 feet
frontage) with multiple businesses, one
additional s igrr Þe pernlttqd
Limits the height of all commercial signs
to 6 feet with exceptions if the site is on
or within 100 feet of Pacific Highway
(regardless of size) or is a commercial
center or plaza greater than 10 acres.

Limits the height increase exception to
apply to only one sign per site (other
permitted signs may only be 6 feet)

Explanation

The current size for signs in commercial
zones, regardless of location is 150,300
square feet per siqn face. This standard

below, the signs would be 6 feet or less
with the exception of 1 sign per commercial
center or plaza along Pacific Highway or
greater than 10 acres elsewhere.

This is still 5 feet shorter than the existing
permissible signs.

May result in potentialfor more signs
depending on size of commercial center or
plaza; however the height and size will be
less than currently permitted.

greater than 6 feet or greater than 20 feet in
areas with height exceptions and would be
considered non-confirming.

3 signs would not be exempt from
amortization that are not currently
considered non-conforminq.

The current sign height limits for
commercial zones, regardless of location, is
25 feet -35 feet. There are 3Ssigns that are

lmpact
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3. lndustrial Zones
No sign requiring a permit shall be allowed in industrial zones
except for the following:

A. One (1) multi-faced free-standing sign designating the
principal uses of the premise shall be permitted per street
frontaqe provided the heiqht does not exceed six (6) feet and
the siqn face does not exceed thirtv six (36) square feet per
siqn face for a maximum of 72 square feet.

sion faces ne ittecl exeent that in Commercial zones ôn orrm
within 100 feet of Pacific Hiqhwav or commercial centers and
plazas qreater than 10 acres elsewhere in the Citv the siqn

^rÀ^ 
nña\I be increased u to 150 qõr rârê faat fnr nrì môrên

tn mmercial center or
olaza.

Proposed change

Currently the same size signs are
permitted in industrialzones as in
commercial zones - height and size is
determined based on the number of
businesses in the development, not the
location of the development.

This change limits all industrial
developments to 6 foot high and 36
square foot large signs. The
justification of this distinction between
commercial and industrialzones is that
the signs are needed to identify the
property but not "draw" customers in
from the street as is the intention

commercial centers or plazas on or
within 100 feet of Pacific Highway or 10
acres ore greater elsewhere. For
exception areas, the size may be
increased to 150 square feet for sign
face.

Limits the size increase to only one sign
per site.

Explanation

See impact information above - lndustrial
signs calculated with commercial signs in
determining how many were conforming.

will make 40 signs non-conforming

6 of these would not be exempt from
amortization that are currently conforming

Current shopping centers on corners with
more than one street frontage will have at
least one non-conforming sign.

lmpact

lmpact summary
Currently, 99 signs are inventoried and 48 are non-conforming and would be required to come into compliance by 2-22-10
Not including billboards, 7 are non-compliant because of height, 4 are non-compliant because of size.

Under proposed changes, 38 signs would be non-conforming due to height, 40 would be non-conforming due to size,28 would be non-
conforming due to both height and size

Only 6 would be required to come into compliance within 5 years in addition to the 6 that are already in an amortization timeline
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Exhibit C -1

City of Sherwood Planning Department
Heather Austin
22560 SV/ Pine Street
Sherwood, Oregon 97140

RE: Sign Ordinance

Dear Heather,

Please enter our letter into the discussion for a possible revision of the sign ordinance.

This is a brief update of why Pride Disposal Co. would like to see some updated language
or possible changes to the sign ordinance. We do understand why there is a need for
rules for this or the city would be overwhelmed with signs of all different types.

Recently we applied for a reader board type sign to be added to the company's eleven
acre site. A brief overview of our application by the City was first Ok'd with the
understanding the sign had to be on the corner of Tualatin-Sherwood Rd and Oregon
Street and it needed to be facing North and South. A second decision was later -ãd" Uy
the City, noting that2 signs are not allowed on the same site. There is currently a cement
monument at our entrance with our logo and address. We thought that with this vast
space a second sign would be appropriate as areader to show coming community events,
etc. We then looked at the tax lot boundaries closer and found the Oregon St. side of the
property was a different tax lot, so we re-applied and denied as the ordinance states no
signs on an ernpty lot.

There is a lot of variation to the number and types of signs currently seen around
Sherwood. And there are many reasons for rules and guide lines for them, to ensure the
quality of our community. But the current restrictions make it difficult for businesses to
advertise themselves and help promote Sherwood. Hopefully, the changes that are being
considered will meet everyone's goals.



We would still like to add the reader board to our site, in addition to the twenty-two year

old monument which has become a landmark for the community.

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to share our frustrations about the current sign

ordinance and the interpretations of its intent. We encourage the City of Sherwood to

update the language of the current sign ordinance.

Sincerely,

Barry Graham
Operations Manager
Pride Disposal Company



Exhibit C 2

Mr. Patrick Allen, Chairman
Sherwood Planning Commission
22560 SW Pine Street
Sherwood, Oregon 97140 October 29,2008

Re: New Sign Code/Sign Code Modifications

Dear Mr. Allen:

On October 20, July Hajduk told my wife, Susan, that sign code revisions were in the

works for Sherwood. Susan noticed that a tempûrary moratorium on freestanding signs

has been included.

The last time we were working on the sign code in Sherwood, I offered to help early on

because that is my rlrea of expertise, The administratìon that was in place at the time
rebuffed my offer and the City simply moved forward with its plans. I hope that the
current administration will be moró open to my input and assistance. I know the subject
is an extremely difficult one, so this time around I will communicate in writing.

One of thc basic matters to understand in sign regulation is that signs fit into three distinct
categories. The first is potitical speech. I am not speaking here about election signs such

as "Vote for Ted Joûes"; rathero I refer to opinion signs, such as the banners frequently
displayed on the purple house along Hwy. 99 in Dundee. You should look up Ladue v.

GìIIeo,512 U.S. 43 (1994) and sçe how the Supreme Court has reacted to affempts to
manipulate political speech through regulation. It can be a Title 42 USC $$ 1983 and

1988 Civil Rights violatiorU meaning that damages and attorney costs must be paid if the

Court furds a citizen's ûeedom of speech has been violated.

Regulation of the "time, place and manner" of this type of signage is subject to the most
stringent of evidentiary sfandards in land use planning-thatbeing o'Striet Scrutiny." In
other words, the time, place andmanner of display of political speech via signage can be

regulated, but doing so is a very tricky proposition that goes beyond mere content
neutrality. Adequate opportunity must exist for citizens to freely and effectively
communicate their opinions to others. For instance, I don't believe you could get away
with restricting the posting of political signs on private properfy to a rnaximum of six
months out of the year. I do not believe the courts would see any justification for that
restriction.

I'm not suggesting that the City of Sherwood is intending to regulate political speech,

though if that is your intent I hope you will enlist the help of experts to avoid the many

costly piffalts. IVhat concerns fte here is thæ if you fail to adequately define what is
political speech, the City might inadvertently be regulating it. Civil rights violations can

occur whether or not the inñingement was intentional.

The second category of signs is outdoor advertising, commonly called "billboards,"
though it includes a wide range of other signage that advertises a good, product or service

1



that is not inherently part of the activity going on at the site where the sign is located.

This is an extrenrely complex ârea, as well, ærd perhaps even the nrost çontentious

because of the incrédibleàmount of outdoor advèrtising that is now displayed on public

transit vehicles, shelters, etc. Claims of distraction, aesthetics, safety, etc. associated with

outdoor advertising located along the roadway are difficult to prove when the

government's owlúansit vehicles are carrying large advertising signs placed right in

front of drivers directly on the roadway. Regulating this type of signage involves afaitly
rigorous standard ofjudicial scrutiny, known as "lntermediate Scrutiny," which goes

bãyorrd what is required for traditional land use, To meet this standard, the City will have

to provide reproducible research to justifu any restrictions.

If you intend to modiff your outdoor advertising regulations, I can tell you some ways to

doit that wilt satisfy tho "time, place and manner" requirements arrd be oontent-neutral. I
will also tell you that if you are intending to use "amattization" as a tool to take

billboards without paying just compensation, you will run afoul of the State's compliance

agreement with the Federal Highway Administratiorr. Federal compensation laws must

tã fo[owed within 600 feet of a federally-funded highway or freeway, as is the case with
99V/. Because compensation is being paid for outdoor advertising signs in other cities, a

Fourteenth Amendment issue of due process and equaT treatment also exists. If the City

of Sherwood proceeds to apply non*compensatory amofüzation to billboards within that

zoîe,you canbet that FHWA will immediately move to withhold l0% of the highway

funds provided by the federal government to the State of Oregon. Several years ago

when i *rote the sign code for the City of San Diego, wç wsre told precisely that by

FHWA.

If you do intend to try to take any billboards, understand that when those who own

outdoor advertising decide to litigate, the get very serious. Ackerley Outdoor Advertising

took the City of Portland to the cleaners on their outdoor advertising regulation a fçw
years ago. If you take them on, you will be facing not only Schwabe, Williamson &
Wyatt, but also a bev.y of outside lawyers from well-known national law firms. These

wiil Ue people who do nothing but litigate outdoor advertising cases, and based on what I
have seãn of Shcr*ood's outside legal staff, I don't believe they will be any match for the

bitlboard companies' well-furtded lawyers. They will have aTI the cases, research and

experts on their side, as well as the capacity to outspend the City by a signifïcant amount.

The third category of signs is on-premise signage. This category is made up of both

permanent *d tentporary signs that are related to the aetivity occurring on the premises.

The r.asot Susan" my son Thomas, our associates, and I work so hard with the U.S.

Small Business Adminisüation is because of the incredible importance of signage for the

small business community. SBA's research has found that the third largest reason for

business failure, after management and capital, is laek of adequate marketing or

advertising. Their researçh has also led them to conclude that the most affordable and

effective form of marketing and advertising available to the typical small businçss is its

on-premise storefront and signage. If you value ¡'our loeal small businesses, this is an

area in which you should be extremely careful.

2



Just as with bitlboards, if you decide to take existing on-premise signs you will be

tackling a very prickly issue. In doing so, yûu could be substantially impaeting the

financial viability of the businesses whose signs are being lost and the consequences

could be expensive, I worked on the groundbreaking California case Denny's Inc. et al.

v. City of ,4.goura Hills,66 Cal. Rptr. 2d 382 (Cal. App. I997). In that case, which was

litigated to the fullest extent, several fteeway-oriented pole signs were taken. The signs

provided the only visibility the businesses had to the freeway. As a result, the businesses

were negatively impacted to such a degtee that the Appellate Court in California required
the City to purchase the businesses themsèlves. Ultimately, that case has reversed

amortization in California. If the litigants know what they are doing" amortization of
high-rise signs will not stand in that st¿te. Even if you never have to purchase the

businesses, the negative impact on them could result in tax revenue losses that could
harm the City's ability to provide essential services to the poputration. tr was involved in a
successful lawsuit in Ohio in which we proved beyond the shadow of a doubt that at least

half of the value of many retail sites comes from their street exposure. It is, therefore,

entirely illogical to destroy the visibility of a retail site because in so doing, you âre

destroying the community's tax base.

Part of what led to the Cottle administration's reactive sign code was the KFC sign,
which was designed to be seen from 99W. From a tax base perspective, that reaction
made no sense. As competitive as restaurants are and as many of them as fail, it is
essential that they be allowed to rçach out and draw business in to their locations. I think
we would all agree that it is better to have traffïc on 99W slop and eat at a Sherwood
restaurant than to have them drive on through and stop in another town.

Despite its recognized importance, on-premise signage as a category is far from simple to
regulate; in fact, it san be quite a challenge. If you are not careful, you carl find yourself
acçìdentally regulating gtavestones, gas pumps, product dispensers, etc, To avoid
unintended consequences, when I write a sign code I always begin by breaking it down
into fîve sections: Definitioils; Purpose, Scope and Intent; Regulations; Administrative;
arrd Material, Electrical and Structural. (You may be tempted to leave out that last

section, believing those issues are covered by the building code, but that would be a

mistake. The regulations you are passing will themselves directly manipulate the manner

in which signs oan be built.)

The Definitions section should be written in conjunction with the Purpose, Scope aud

Intent so that your definitions do not unintentionally skew the outcome. When writing
these sections, I spend a great deal of time âsking people what they are trying to
accomplish through the regulations, and specifically what they are attempting to regulate.

For instance, I ask whether they are trying to regulate any form of religious signs. When
I was in Bozeman, MT, the city had unwittingly banned every holiday and religious sign

unless it was Christian. They were surprised when they realized this beçause it was a

university town that was very tolerant, and that had not been their intent. I suggested

they add a statement to the code specifically stating that it was not their intent to regulate

any religious or holiday signs. Sometimes such statements can save the day.

1
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One of the most overlooked issues in defining "signs" is the phenomenon of signature
buildings, Most people think of on-premise signs as falling into tlrree eategories:

building-mounted, freestanding, and temporry. Itnever occurs to them that the building
itself can be a sign. Companies like McDonald's, Burger King, Les Schwab, and many
other chains use standardized buildings that act as giant signs for the business. When
signature buildings are ignored by the sign code, but comprehensive storefront signage is
not addressed, the result can be open discrimination against small businesses. Fighting
that sort of discrimination is the primary reason I have been involved in this issue for so

many years. :

I can help you write a section for your code that would address comprehensive design so

as to ensure your independent small businesses are being treated the same as the chains

and franchises in tolvn. It is partiÇularly important in the eurrcnt economie environment
to encourage good design. I have found that where the sign code includes a

comprehensive design section, businesses tend to have more athactive signage.

The sign code needs to be a careful, content-nçutral regulation of time, place and manner
of display. To ensure the protection of the civil rights of your business community, you
will need to be sure signs are allowed adequate readability and conspicuity. The sign
must be large enough, high enough, appropnately placed, and sufficiently illuminated so

that passing motorists have enough time tq bç read and respond to it safely and so that it
can communicate effectively. If it does not stand out from its background or it cannot be

read, then it cannot "si)eak." If it is hidden behind street trees or other vegetation, it
çannot "speak." It is no accident that Ken Shannon's business manages to attract the

amount of business that it does. He has visible and readable signage that draws passing

Eaffic to his site.

Sherwood's current sign code has some problems, too, that I believe ought to be
addressed as part of any code revision process. For instance, the Cþ requires
eonstruetion of a pole cûver ort freestanding pole signs, me*ning in essence that the sign
must have a square pole. Yet the building department bars square poles, which would be
just as attractive as round poles with square pole covers. If we had been allowed to put
our sign up with a square pole, we would have spent a lot less money than we wiII have
to spend now that our round pole must be çovered with a pole cover.

Whether intentional or not, the sign code will have serious public policy consequences.
If you will provide me with some policy direction, I can help you translate that policy
into a sign code that will be legally sound and work to enhance both the aesthetics and

economy of Sherwood.

<<'' l^P"11'-*---
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Exhibit C I

City of Sherwood Planning Department
Heather Austin
22560 SW Pine Street
Sherwood, Oregon 97140

RE: Sign Ordinance

Dear Heather,

Please enter our letter into the discussion for a possible revision of the sign ordinance.

This is a brief update of why Pride Disposal Co. would like to see some updated langaage
or possible changes to the sign ordinance. We do understand why there is a need for
rules for this or the city would be overwhelmed with signs of all ãifferent types.

Recently we applied for a reader board type sign to be added to the company,s eleven
acre site. A brief overview of our applicationby the City was first Ok,d wiiir ttre
understanding the sign had to be on the corner of Tualatin-Sherwood Rd and Oregon
Street and it needed to be facing North and South. A second decision was later r*a" Uy
the City, noting that2 signs are not allowed on the same site. There is currently a cement
monument at our entrance with our logo and address. We thought that with this vast
space a second sign would be appropriate as aread,er to show coming community events,
etc' We then looked at the tax lot boundaries closer and found the Oregon St. side of the
property was a different tax lot, so we re-applied and denied as the ordinance states no
signs on an empty lot.

There is a lot of variation to the number and types of signs currently seen around
Sherwood. And there are many reasons for rules and guide lines foi them, to ensure the
quality of our community. But the current restrictions make it difficult for businesses to
advertise themselves and help promote Sherwood. Hopefully, the changes that are being
considered will meet everyone's goals.



We would still like to add the reader board to our site, in addition to the twenty-two year

old monument which has become a landmark for the community.

Thank you for giving us the opporfunity to share our frustrations about the current sign

ordinance and the interpretations of its intent. We encourage the City of Sherwood to

update the language of the current sigtr ordinance.

Sincerely,

Barry Graham
Operations Manager
Pride Disposal Company



Exhibit C 2

Mr. Patrick Allen, Chairman
Sherwood Planning Comrnission
22560 SW Pine Street
Sherwood, Oregon 97140 October 29,2A08

Re: New Sign Code/Sign Code Modifications

Dear Mr. Allen:

On October 20, Ivly Hajduk told my wife, Susan, that sign code revisions were in the
works for Sherwood. Susan notieed that a tempûrary moratoritun on Êeestanding signs
has been included,

The last time we were working on the sign code in Sherwood, I offered to help early on
because that is my area of expertisç. The administratìon that wiæ in place at the time
rebuffed my offer and the City simply moved fo¡ward with its plans. I hope that the
cutent administration will be more open to my input and assistance. I know the subject
is an extremely difficult one, so this time around I will communicate in writing.

One of thç basic matters to understand in sign regulation is that signs fit into three distinct
eategories. The first is political speeeh. I am not speaking here about election signs such
as "Vote for Ted Jones"; ratha,I refer to opinion signs, such as the banners frequently
displaycd on the purple house along Hwy. 99 in Dturdee. You should look up Ladue v.

GiIIeo,5 t2 U.S. 43 (1994) and see how the Supreme Court has reacted to attempts to
manipulate political speech through regulation. It can be a Title 42USC $$ 1983 and
1988 Civil Rights violation, moaning that damages and attorney costs must be paid if the
Court finds a citizen's frecdom of speech has been violated.

Regulation of the "time, place and manner" of this type of signage is subject to the most
stringent of evidentiary standañs in land use planning -that being "Shiet Scrutiny." In
other words, the time, place and manner of display of political speech via signage can be
regulated, but doing so is a very tricky proposition that goes beyond mere content
neutrality. Ädequate opportunity must exist for citizens to freely and effectively
communicate their opinions to otlrcrs. For instance, I don't believe you could get away
with restricting the posting of political signs on private property to a rnaximum of six
months out of the year. I do not believe the courts would see any justification for that
restrictíon.

I'm not suggesting that the City of Sherwood is intending to regulate political speech,
though if that is your intent I hope you will enlist the help of experts to avoid the many
costly pitfalls. What concerns me here is thæ íf you fail to adequately define what is
political speech, the City might inadvertently be regulating it, Civil rights violations can
occur whether or not the infringement was intentional.

The second category of signs is outdoor advertising, commonly called "billboards,"
though it includes a widç range of other signage that advertises a good, product or service

1



Just as with billboards, if you decide to take existing on-premise signs you will be

tackling ãvery prickly issue. In doing sû, yûtl could be substantially impacting the

fi¡ancial viability of the businesses whose signs are being lost and the consequences

could be expensive. I worked on the groundbreaking California case Denny's Inc. et al.

v. City of Agoura Hills,66 Cal. Rptr. 2d 3SZ (Cal. App. 1997). In that case, which was

titigated to the fullest extent, several freeway-oriented pole signs were taken. The signs

provided the only visibility the businesses had to the ffeeway. As a result, the businesses

were negatively impacted to such a degtee that the Appellate Court in California required

the City to purchase the businesses themselves. Ultimately, that cass has rtversed

amortization in California- If the litigants know what they are doing" amortization of
high-rise signs will not stand in that st¿te. Even if you never have to purchase the

buiinesses, the negative impact ofl tlem could result in tax revenue lossçs that could

har¡n the City's abtlity to provide essential services to the population. I was involved in a

successfirl lawsuit in Ohio in which we proved beyond the shadow of a doubt that at lcast

half of the value of many ret¿il sites comes from their street exposure. It is, therefore,

entirely illogical to desfroy the visibility of a retail site because in so doing, yûu are

destroying the community's tax base.

Part of what led to the Cottle administration"s reactive sign code was the KFC sign,

which was designed to be seen fiom 99W. From a tax base perspective, that teaction

made no sense. As competitive as restaurants are and as many of them as fail, it is
essential that they be allowed to reach out and dr¿w business in to their locations. I think

we would all agree that it is better to have traffîc on 99W slop and eat at a Sherwood

restawant than to have them drive on through and stop in another town.

Despite its recognized importance, on-premise signage as a category is far from simple to

r*gúluæ; i¡ fact, it can be quite a challenge. If you are not eareful, )'ou cerl find yourself

acóidentally regulating gravestones, gas pumps, product dispensers, etc' To avoid

unintended 
"otrsequen"ès, 

when I r¡¡rite a sign code I always begin by breaking it down

into five seçtions: Definitions; Ptrrpose, Seope and Intçnt; Regulations; Administrative;

and Material, Electrical and Structural. (You may be tempted to leave out that last

section, believing those issues are covered by the building codeo but that would be a

mistake. The regulations you are passing will themselves directly manipulate the manner

in which signs oanbe built.)

The Definitions section should be written in conjunction with the Purpose, Scope and

Intent so that your definitions do not unintentionally skew the outcome. When writing
these sections, I spend a gteat deal of time asking people what they are trying to

accomplish though the regulations, and specifically What they are attempting to regulate.

For ins-tance, I asli whether they are trying to regulate any form of religious signs. When

I was in Bozeman, MT, the city had unwittingty banned every holiday and religious sig¡r

unless it was Christian. They were surprised when they realized this because it was a

university town that was very tolerant, and that had not been their intent. I suggested

they add a statement to the code specifically stating that it was not their intent to regulate

any religious or holiday signs. Sometimes such statements can save the day.

J
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December B, 2008

City of Sherwood
Planning Commission

RE: Proposed Siqn Code Ordinance

I own a sign company in Portland. We have been designing, building, and installing custom signs in the Pacific
Northwest for 83 years. I first learned of your sign code moratorium when my permit acquisition person was
unable to secure a permit for a customer. As a member of the Northwest Sign Council Board of Directors, I am
especially interested when a city goes through the process of changing the sign code. Usually someone from
the sign industry has input into the proposed code to help structure uniform language and to assure that legality
is built into the sign code. I personally have worked with the cities of Lake Oswego, Hillsboro, Vancouver WA,
and others. This process is a win-win because the city gets free expert input and the sign industry has a code
that has consistent, easy-to-understand language.

ln reviewing the proposed sign code there are a couple of issues of concern: Mainly the restricting of pole signs
to 6' monument signs in commercial areas except for the Pacific Highway or 1O-acre plus sites. This is
extremely restrictive, both for the economic vitality of the businesses but also because the smaller signs are, the
more dangerous it becomes for drivers trying to find businesses. (There is substantial documentation to on this
through the lnternational Sign Association.) The second area of concern is making non-conforming signs come
into conformance. These signs are the livelihood of a business and since they were permitted, to make a
business pay tens of thousands of dollars to have them conform is not very realistic in these economic times.

Should the city wish to have someone from the sign industry spend some time reviewing the proposed code
before it goes to the City Council, I would offer such services because that is what we do through the Northwest
Sign Council.

I am asking that you take more time for input and consider especially the two issues I have raised. Thank you
so much for all the hard work the Planning Commission and staff has put into this effort.

Respectfully,

i7-.-" s¿;{f*>

2424 SE Holgate Blvd. Portland. OR 972O2 503.232.4172 Fax 503.230. 186 I

www.secu r¡tysi gns.com
State Contractor Numbers: OR 122809 WA SECURSI 020CF

hú,7

Carol Keljo, Owner
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Julia Hajduk

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject

NWSC [info@nwsigncouncil.org]
Monday, December 08, 2008 3:35 PM
Julia Hajduk; Julia Hajduk
Modification of Sign Code

lmportance High

Dear City of Sherwood Planning Commission Members and Ms. Hajduk:

I represent the Northwest Sign Council (NWSC), the trade association representing the on-premise sign industry in the
Pacific Northwest and, therefore, an important stakeholder with respect to sign regulation. We routinely work with and
assist local officials with issues concerning sign regulations and procedures, bringing expertise relating to technology,
regulatory options and procedures to the table. The association has recently learned that the City of Sherwood has
undertaken the task of updating its sign code to modify the maximum height allowed for freestanding signs throughout the
city and to modify the non-conforming language.

We have concerns with both the height restrictions and handling of nonconformance in the proposed code language. We
are in full agreement with the concerns conveyed by Jim Claus, a noted expert in the field of on-premise sign regulation,
and would also be willing to work with the city to draft code language that would protect the interests of the business
community In Sherwood as well as the safety of its residents. On behalf of the members of NWSC and the business
community they represent in their customers, I respectfully request that you table this item to allow member of NWSC the
opportunity to actively participate in the code revision process.

Following is a link to a brief (3 minutes) but powerful video that conveys the importance of signs to a vibrant community
(http://un¡ v.siqns.orq/Default.aspx?tabid=518). I strongly encourage you to take a moment to view it.

Respectfully,
Patti King
Executive Director
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Julia Haiduk

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

pf6@comcast.net
Monday, December 08, 2008 4:23 PM
Julia Hajduk
signage

Hi-- I would like to remain anonymous

I think the signs in Shenvood that were written up in the Gazette are too high and should be made to
be brought'down to code. I think the billboards are ridiculous and they too should come down.
Sherwood is beginning to look like Tigard and McMinnville--and from Sleighbells down to Dundee no
sign is taller than that of Sheruood's Walgreen's sign. I do not believe in grandfathering in those tall
ones. When the KFC sign came in I felt I was driving on l-5.

Shen¡vood is getting uglier and uglier with all the condos and buildings being build 5 feet from the
sidewalks. lt is losing its charm. I am not alone in this as we have lived here long enough to watch
the metamorphosis take place.

I could not make the meeting-but wanted to give my input.

Thanks

1 E^AILÊ c-ç
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DEVELOPMENT

Ðecemtrer 9,2008

Via E-Mail alld Hand Deli-urry

Cify of Shenvootl
Platrning Commission

Sherrvood City Hall
22560 SW Pine Street

Sherwood, OR 97140

¡\ttention: Julia Hajduk, Planning Ðirector

RE; Sign Code Uptlate (PÀ t8-03)

Dear Plaming Ccmmissioners:

My name is Matt Crady , Senior Project Manager for Gratr:or Developtnent and I'm
representing the tangel farnily propedies, specifically, 65 acre,s encotnpassiag fhose properties

located immediately east of SW Adams Road and (PUD Phases 6,7 aod 8) and a smaller parcel

west of SW Adams Road North and north r:f SV/ Tualatin Sherwood Road (FUD Phase 4)

lpxhibit 1]. I'm here tonight to explain some of the impacts the proposed language could intlict

orr these properties anel to offer a potential chauge to the proposed language,

Existin g Code Interpretation
As you mây or may not knorv these propefiies are zonccl Light lndustrial and theleflore

tbe applicable sign code section applies to the industrial zaning. The Community Developnretrt

and Zoning Code (CDZC) under seotion 16.102.030 3. tndustrial Zonesn subsection A. Cited

below:
" No sign requiring a p'ernit shatl be allov,ed in indusn"iol zanes except þr the follawittg:

,4. Signs pernritt.e¿{ în cammercial zones, provídeel thal only one (Ì) mtilti-faced Ji'ee'

standing sign designating the principal uses of the premise shult be permittecl in any

selback area, íJ'the ares af any oneface of suchfi"ee-slnnding sign does not exceect sixty

(60) square feet and the toîal *rea of atl fuces af such fi'ee-standing sign doe's nal exæetl

ane lwndred and lwenty {,120 square.{eet."

Our interpretation of this leacls to the concìusion that signs permitted in Section

I 6.102.030 2" Conunercial zones are permittecl, inch,rcling free standing signs. wall signs,

prr:jeoting signs, direetional signs ancl tempolary signs, The multi-faced fi'ee sianding sign is

more limited compared to the commercial zonecl tlìstrict.

19767 SW 72nd AVE, STE 100 | rUAUartru, OR 97062-8352 | SOr.Z+S.tUZe r 503.654.9188 | | www,çrarnûñcörîì

c-( ttbêl592EA



City olShenvood
Planning Corunlission

Decenrber 9, 2008

Proposed Text Amendrnent

The proposes language strikes a crucial ptrÍase in the first sentente, that eliminates the

use of the commercial signs in the Industrial district and seems to only permit one multi-faced

free-standing sign.

" No sign requiring a permit shctll be allowed in industial zones ex(:e$fùr thefollowing:

¡t. s:jïftl per"miffed in eê eQne (l) multi-faced.fi'ee-

stancling sign designatÌng Íhe principal uses of the prewise shall be permitted PÊl Å!l'ee!

.fi.ontage Ðrovided the*h?i.ght daes not exceed six (6).feet qnd the sign.fuce iwany*e*ele
are€-i@ee+f+uenf+ee-*#nA¡n**ign do e s no t ex c e e d sixþrff&)

thi!.ly qix (36) squüre feet peï.sign fãce for o mqxi talatea-of+llfaees-of
T 2 sqttate feet' "

As explained in the staffrepor"t the intent is to differentiate the sign. sizes and numbers of
signs in industrial districts, compared to the commercial districts, Stãff researched and assessed

the needs in an appropriate manner for the zoned districts and normally industrial z.oneð districts

do not reqnire as tnuch signage as commercial districts.

fmpacts and Proposed Changes

We present a unique situation in that the Langer family sought a nrodification to their

PUD Light Industrial zoned properties that included approval by City Council to allow the

development of "permitted com¡nercial uses" through a PUD Modification request and a

Development Agreement with the City. This was approved in final form on Janttaty 3, 2t08' If
this text amendment is adopted as written we would be unable to lease atly stores, 01'secure

anchor tenants, and therefore not be able to proceed with the clevelopment including the

construction of Adams Road and Century Drive. Ttre reality is, sigrrage for commercial uses is

critical. Another observation is that as written, Industrial zones are not permitted any other

types of signs aside fiom the fi'ee standing sïgns, It is recommended to perrnit wall signs in some

shape or form.

We propose a few changes that could rcsolve this dilemma:

Insert the wordìng in subpalagraph Ä, that prnvides for atr exception for those Industtial

zonecl properties that have an approvecl PUD and approval for permitted commercial rtses, sltall

follow I ó, t 02.030 2. A. (a) -. (c), 2, 3, 4, 5,6, B. Wall signs, C. Projecting Signs, D Directional

Signs, E Temporary signs. Aclditionally, insert wotding to permit wall signs in industrial

Districts.

Granror Development

sw&SngAnAåiÆ1b+êl$ö-11u¡r-arrru, oR e7062-B3sz I sor.zcs.rszo r s03 6s4 e1BB F I www.gram"L1ä"#
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Ciry ofShenrood
Planning Commission

Decenrber 9, 20û8

No .sign requiring il permìt shçll be allowed in in&tstrial zones excepl faî' the þllowing:
A. Signs peï¡?titted in cotnmercial zones, províded thüt Inclu;tt'l4l zoned pïopet'IgÊjhg

I 030 eQne (I) multi-

J'aced fi.ee-standing sign clesignaring the pt incipøl uses af the prewise shall lse pettnittetl

per street rt,ontqge provided the heiqht dpes not exgeed six {6) .{eel and the sign.face. i*t

ee*fãI4difrg+i9v does not exceed

s4"#6q thiïtv six ß6) squarcfeet pptsigf .fqce..for..q maximuw oftmd+kç+*t¿+l-$rett-of

sUfçee* t+xeeed¿n*'@72
squru'e.þet.

B. Directio,?{,1/,Stgl?$ - the requirements of subsectío¡t C shall ãpp[y'

C. Tenpor,ary/ Portable Sigrs - the reqtriremøuís of Secfions 16.102.t4A throttgh

I 6. 1 02.070 shall apply.

Ð. Wall Sìgns - the reguireffients qf Sq-ctio¡t J6.102,03-8,-2 Çontner-cial Sipns shqV ctppl!,

Our ccnrpany appreciates the opportunity to provide testimony and lve would urge you to

consider making these impoÉant positive changes to the proposed text anrcndment. Absent this

change, the Langer's 65 acre PUD would be hatted fiom successful developrnent. I can be

reached at 503-245-1976 if you have filrlher questians'

Silcerely,
Gramor Development, fnc,

Mrv/Ju^,ç
Matt Grady, AICP /
Seniol Project Mauager

lvIG:kw
Attaclunent

Cc: Matt Langer

Granror Development

s'gt#drgigpnp¡Wt$É,tb 
lIroLA¡N, oR e2062-83s2 | ooe.e+s.roze î s03.6s4.erss r I w*.v.sron,,rl3gL3
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Sherwood Planning commission
Sign Code Hearing
12t09t08

John Alto
Testimony

Key points

This and future sign rules should be simple to understand
and simple to enforce.

Changes to the sign rules should not put a heavy financial
burden on an existing permitted sign orvner.

I submit the sign code for the city of Scottsdaleo Arizona as

some components may help tighten up, clarify' and enhance

our new sign code.

The height of our pole sign on 99w should remain the same as

travelers need time to react and enter our facility in a safe

manner.

The city should be clear what the purpose of the new sign code

is and why do we need change llow.

John Alto
President
Alto Automotive Inc.

c-'1
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Exhibit D 2

Industrial Sip Comparisons

Only Monuments

Only mentions
monument signs in
the list approved

None specified

None specified

No greater than 11_0

ft. from frontage
property line along

ROW

sft.

Cannot be within
ROW

8ft

Same as commercial
zone'

20 feeta

Above grade 10 ft.

8ft.

20 ft.8

32 sq. ft.

60 sq. ft. per side
not to exceed 120

sq.ft.
70 sq

40 sq. ft.

32 sq. ft.

N/A'

lt

1

1

Ls

T

T6

1 Another sign is allowed íf there is a secondary frontage of that is 300' or more ín length.
2 25 feet for single business site, 30 feet for "Commercial Center" (2-3 businesses) and 35 for ,,commercía I plaza,, (4 or more businesses)3 sign area may be increased by 1 sq ft for each food sign is moved back from the front property line for a maximum of 90 sq fto Height may be increased l- foot for each L0 feet sign is setback from the property line for a maximum of 22 feet,t Two (2) are allowed as long as there is no more than one on each frontage.

6 forthe first 200' (linear) of site frontage. one (1)additionalsign may be added for lots with 200'on one street frontage and j.00,on the other street.t There is not a specific maximum square footage for freestanding sigÀs. A maximum of 200 sq. ft. of signage is allowed per lot. The signs go through design review unless theyare part of and in compliance with a sign master plan.t if there is a building is a building on site, the maximum height shall be 20 ft. above the average grade of the building foot print.
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Exhibit E

- Y-yes, N=no, U=Llnknown, -=approximatelyK

site ref location Business Name Sign information n location size he t <25' < 6' ¡,eference Photo Conforming?

13C
15900 SW. Tual.-Sher. Rd.

, 257298000600

Sherwood Morket Center

76 Gqs 76 Gos/ Circle K Roodside
-157 sq

Ft.
-L0', Y N C

Photo # A-082

Permit #

Appears so

6/7 A
16455 SW Langer Dr

25130D000100
Abbo Doy Spo Abbo Doy Spo Roqdside

-47 sq.

ft.
-6.7s', Y /V M

Permit # 107L7

to#

Y

17/ 18/
194

21433-2L555 SW Oregon

5f.

2 S 1 2 8 C000s0 1/ 20 2/20 1.

Allied Systems Company
Allied Systems

Company
Roadside

*47 sq

ft.
*4.7'

Y Y M

Photo # B-127

Permìt #

Y

5F
21090 SW Pacific Hwy

251-30D004s00
Alto, Chevron Chevron Roadside

-39 sq.

Ít.
o.J Y N

C

M(2)

Photo #
Permit #

7 M "Diesel" Too mony signs for
this site

Y

U Y N - design

-85 sq

ft.
-10' Y Y

Free rding sign inventory - November 2008 - Page 1" of 17



K -Y- , N=r'ìo, U=unknown, -=a

site ref location Business Name Sign information sign location size height <25' < 6' type

N - Roof signs

prohibited

N - design

Photo # 8-125

Permit #

CNY
*6.8

*9.1"6 sq.

Ft-
RoadsideC&M ConstructìonC&M Construction

21287 SW Oregon St.

25128C000102
21A

N - design

¡t # stGN2626

#

P

Awnin

s

YY5.6'
1-8.96

sq.ft.
RoqdsideBurnit StudioBurnit Studio

21859 SW Sherwoad BIvd.

25729CC0700
3A

MYY
*2.25'-5.7 sq

ft.
RoadsideBonds AutomotiveBonds Automotive

14085 SW Galbreoth Dr.

251,288C00400
574 N - design

Photo # 8-084

Permit #

Appears so

Photo #8-041

Permit #

MNY-9'
-47.5

sq.Ít.
Roodside

Bilet Products

Compony Annex
Bilet Products Compony

Annex

13939 SW Tuql.-Sher. Rd.

251288D00400
674

N - desÌgn

Photo #B-132

Permit #

MYY-5.3'
-31.8 sq.

fr
Roadside-Oregon

5r.
Bilet Products Co.Bilet Products Co.

15561 SW Oregon St

25132A801100
198

-5'(on
roof)

-6 sq. ftRoadsideB&G MotorsB&G Motors
16386 SW Langer Dr

2s130D000400/

25130D000490

LL/12 H

Photo # A-4-162

Permit #

roof sign
CYU

Fhotoreference

Free standing sign inventory - November 2008 - Page 2 of 17



Ke - Y-yes, N=no, U=unknown, -=approx¡mate ly
site ref location Business Name S¡ n information sign location size height <25' < 6' type reference Photo Conforming?

27/ 28 A
L7680 SW Hondley St.

25130CD016s0

Cedar Brook Prof. Bldg.

Pacific Family Dentol

Cedqr Brook
Professionol

Building
Entrqnce to Lot 41" sq ft g'2" Y /V M

Photo #C-003

Permìt #SIGN 4190

Y

27/ 28 C
1"7680 SW Hondley St.

251"30C001650

Cedqr Brook Prof. BIdg.

Pøcific Fomily Dentql

Cedqr Brook
Professional

Building

Roodside-Pocific

Hwy
150 sq ft 24'9" Y /V C

Photo # C-005

Permit #SIGN 4190

Y

334
1-5677 SW Oregon St.

251328A04400
Cedqr Creek Assisted

Living

Cedqr Creek

Assisted Living

Roodside-Oregon

sf.
12.88 sq.

ft.
4', Y Y M

Photo #
Permit # 900L

honging sign on

telephone pole Y

20A
21345 SW Oregon St.

251-28C000100

Cedor Creek Custom

Lumber
Cedqr Creek Custom

Lumber
Roodside

*34 sq.

ft.
*5

Y Y M

Photo # B-L24

Permit #

Y

594
14145 SW Gqlbreoth Dr

251-288C00300
Cedor Landscope Cedor Landscope Roadside

lnfo. Not
qvail. Y Y M

Photo #8-085

Permit #

N - design

1-8 A
21"900 SW Alexqnder Ln.

25130D000901
Cheyenne Pløzo Cheyenne Plaza Roodside 48 sq. ft 20'6" Y P

Photo # C-044

Permit #SIGN 2310
N - design, but
permitted ofter
new sign code

Free rding sign inventory - November 2008 - page 3 of 17



Key - Y=yes, N=no, U=unknown, -=¿p

site ref location Business Name S information sign location size he <25' < 6'

-83.2 sq

ft.

Conform

N - design

height?

Y

Photo # 8-L16

Permit #

MNY-8.4',Front
Hardwood

lndust.rial, lnc.

Hqrdwood lndustriol,

lnc.

20548 SW Wildrose Pl.

25128A001700
3sA

Y

. 
".1'

Photo # 8-078

Permit #

MYY'4.4'
-35.2 sq

ft.
RoodsideDMVDMV

14240 SW Galbreqth Dr.

251288C00800
644

N - design

Photo # 8-008

Permit #

CYY-4'-1"8.4

SQ. FT.
Roqdside

DEQ Clean Air
Stotion

DEQ
1.4963 (14962?) SW Tuol.-

Sher. Rd. 25129D000700
JB

Y

Phota # 8-120
Permit #

MUY
lnfo. Not

qvaÌ1.

Roodsíde (Tuolatin-

Sherwood side)

Dental Care of
Sherwood

Dentol Care of
Sherwood

21000 SW Dahlke Ln

251284000s06
2sA

Y

I

Photo # 8-105

Permit #

MYY-4.2',
-19.6 sq.

Ít.
Roodside

CNC Precision MFG,

lnc.
CNC Precision MFG, Inc

137i5 SW Golbreqth Dr

251288A001.00
494

Photo # 8-L1_1

PermÌt #

PNY-20
-75 sq

f.t
Roodside

Cipole Rd. Mini
Storoge

Cipole Rd. Mini Storoge
20475 SW Cipole Rd.

251284000601
384

Photoreference

Free standing sign Inventory - November 2008 - Page 4 of 17



ref
Ke - !=r/es, N=no, U=unknown, -=approximately

location Bus Name n information location size ht <25' < 6' reference Photo Conforming?

254
20260 SW Pocific Hwy

25129A001400
Home Depot Home Depot Roadside

280 Sq

Ít.
20' Y

/V

(sew)
C

Photo # A004

Permìt # 8229

N - size design?

13A
21920 SW Sherwood Blvd.

25129CC10600
Hopkins Elementory Hopkins Elementory Roqdside

-32 sq.

ft.
-6.75' Y N C

Photo # D-158

Permit #

N - design

13C
21920 SW Sherwood Blvd.

25129CC10600
Hopkins Elementory Hopkins Elementory Roadside

-18sq.

Ft.
-i.5' Y Y M

Photo # D-160

Permit #

Y

19A
21830 SW Alexqnder Ln.

25730DC07400

HTG M&R Properties
LLC

HTG M&R
Properties LLC

Roadside-

M einecke/Pacific

Hwy
31 sq ft 4'4" Y Y M

Photo # C-042

Permit # 877L

Y

26A
13635 SW Tuol.-Sher. Rd.

251288D00600
Jerry Bullock Enterprises

Jerry Bullock

Enterprises
RoodsÌde *63 sq.ft -7', Y N M

Photo # 8-031

Permit #

Y

62A
15690 SW Oregon St.

251i28D06600
Jim Fisher Roofing ond

Construction, lnc.

Jim Fisher Roofing
and Construction,

Inc.

Roadside-Oregon

5r.
-8 sq. ft. -4.25' Y Y C

Photo #
Permit #

N - design

Free rding sign inventory - November 2008 - Page 5 of 1-7



Key - Y=yes, N=no, U=unknown, -=¿n

site ref ss Name Sign information s location size h ht <25', < 6' Conformi

N - design

NO PICTURE

Photo #
Permit #

AIso a blonk F/T

sign
MUU

Info. Not

ovail.

Roqdside- Tualatin-

Sherwood Rd.
AII New lndustriolN/A

SW Tuol.-Sher. Rd

2512940001"02
704

Y

Photo # 8-042

Permit #

M
^/

Y-9.9
-79 sq.

ft.
Roadside

Meineke/ AAMCO/

Sherwood Auto

Body

Meineke Car Care

Center

13939 SW Tual.-Sher. Rd.

251288D00400
664

N - design, but
permitted after
new sign code

Photo #
Permit # sign 3757

CNYLg'g"59.63 sf.RoodsideMonzonilloMonzonillo
20403 SW Borchers Dr

251i0AD14900
4iA

N - design

Photo #
Permit # 85L4

PNY25'1,001.RoodsideTires Les SchwabLes Schwob Tire Centers
15905 SW Tqul.-Sher. Rd

25129B001400
204

N - design

Photo #

Permit #

CYY
lnfo. Not

ovoil.

Roodside-Pocific

Hwy

Ken's Stump

Grinding & Chippinq

Service

Ken's Stump Grinding &

Chipping Service

22700 SW Pocific Hwy

2513LB000400
7B

Photo # D-133

Permit #

CNY-20'
*1,52 sq

ft
Roadside

Jomor Property Real

Estste Services, etc.

Jomor Property Real

Estate Services, etc.

22021 SW Sherwood Blvd

251328800400
274

reference

Free standing sign inventory - November 2008 - Page 6 of L7



reference Photo Conforming?

36A
209L5 SW Pocific Hwy

25129B000500
Napo Auto Ports Nopo Auto Parts Roadside

-35 sq

ft
-20' Y

(eew)
C

Photo #

Permit #

N - design

78A
15659 SW Oregon st.

251328400200
New Life Church God Bless America

Roadside-Oregon

5r.

-54 sq.

ft.
o.z Y M

Photo #
Permit #

N - design

15A
1.4200 SW Tuol.-Sher. Rd.

25128C000200
Northstar Coscode Northstor Cascode Roadside 40 sq ft ôô Y N

M
F/T

Photo # 8-021

Permit # 5740

F/T- "Driver

Wanted" Y

5iA 13945 SW Golbreoth Dr
251-288400300

Northwest Fourslide Northwest Fourslîde Roodside
lnfo. Not

ovqil.
Y Y C

Photo #
Permit # 4766

NO PICTURE

28A
20345 SW Pocific Hwy

251298000102 Sherwood
Bus. Pqrk

Ook Borrel, Progressive

Fitness

Sherwood Business

Pork
Roadside

-35 sQ.

FT.
-20' Y

(ssw)
P

Photo #
Permit #

N - design

754
22464 sw Pine St

251328402700

Big Foot Bakery

formerly:Old Town

Coffee Stqtion

Big Foot Bokery Roodside

totol of
-34 sq.

J L.

-20' Y P

Photo #
Permit #

N - design

Key - Y=yes, N=no, U=unknown, -=¿ imately
site ref location Business Name n information sign location s¡ze hei ht <25' < 6' type

Free nding sign inventory - November 2008 - Page 7 of L7



site ref location

Key - Y=yes, N=no, U=unknown, -=¿

Business Name information location size he <25t < 6' type ¡n

Y

114/ 115

A
Robin Hood Theqter

SW 1"st SI./SW Pine St

251_328C03700
N - design

Photo # D-040

Permit #

CNY-1-g'
'1s8
sq.ft.

RoodsÌdeRobin Hood Theoter

221
N - design ond

height
Regol Cinemos

15971 SW Tuol.-Sher. Rd

25129800J-1-00

Photo # A065

Permit # 9748

CN45'152 sf.RoodsideKFC/A&W

Y

*

YY-6'
*39 sq

ft.

Providence Sherwood

Medicql Plaza

16770 SW Edy Rd.

25130D001400

P rovi d e nce M edico I Pl q zo

578 Y

Photo #
Permit #

1- Pacific Hwy/1-

Edy Rd.
M(2)NY-9',

*63 sq.

ft.
Roodside

Providence

Sherwood Medicol

Plazo

224 YPrÌde Disposal
13980 SW Tual.-Sher. Rd

25128C000101

Photo # 8-024

Permit #

MNY-8',
*56.25

sq.ft.
RoadsidePride Disposol

15855 SW 1st St

251328402200
564

Permit #
to # D-0J.9

M
A (2)

YYJ
-18 sq

Ít.
Roodside

Omnio Salon qnd

Day Spo

Omniq Solon ond Doy

spq

Photoreference

Free standing sign inventory - November 2008 - Page 8 of L7



Key-Y es, N=no, U=unknown, -=approximatel v
site ref location Business Name Sign information si n location size height <25' < 6' type reference Photo Conforming?

104
16380 SW Longer Dr

2SL29C800400 Sherwood
Plqzq

Sofori Sam's, Shori's,

Mudpuddles

Sherwood Plqzq

Safari Sam's, Shori's,

etc.

On Longer Drive,

neqr Shori's

200 sq

ft.
* 43', C

Photo # A- 249

Permit # 8287

N - design, height

and size

L8A
15555 SW Tual.-Sher. Rd

251,298000900

Sentinel Self Storage,

LLC
Sentinel Self Storoge Roodside 50 sf, 5 Y Y

M
p

Photo # A-4-071

Permit # 5292

Mony bonners on

building Y

384 2L003 SW Pocific Hwy Shsrkies Coffee Sharkies Coffee Co Pocific Highwoy 1-00 sf, 1_5', Y N C

Photo #
Permit # SIGN 4540

36/ j7 B
20945 SW Pocifíc Hwy

251-298000501
Shell Shell Roadside 90 sq. ft 25' Y N M(2)

Photo #
Permit # 4158

originolly issued as

Texico N - design

37/ 38 A
22770 SW Elwert Rd

25131800060L
Sherwood "Robin Hood"

Elks

Sherwood "Robin

Hood" Elks

Roadside- Elwert
Rd.

*20 sq

ft.
J Y Y M

Photo #
Permit #

N - design

37/ 38 B
22770 SW Elwert Rd

251-318000601

Sherwood "Robin Hood"
EIks

Sherwood "Robin

Hood" Elks
Entronce to Lot

*62.5 sq

ft.
*5

Y Y c (2)

Photo # c-023

Permit #

7C- "Harold Baker

Dr." Y

Free 'nding sign inventory - November 2008 - Page 9 of !7



Key - Y=yes, N=no, U=unknown, -=¿.

Photo # A-4-005

Permit #

CN/V
*35',Sherwood Crossroods,

Safeway, etc.

Roy Rogers Rd.

Sherwood Crossroods
348

-525 sq

ft.
Roodside- Pacific

Hwy

Sherwood

Crossroq ds,

Sofeway, etc

N - design

Photo # A-4-031

Permit #

CYYNN

*12 sq

ft.
Regency Centers

Thqnk You

Sherwood Crossroods,

Safewoy, etc.

Roy Rogers Rd.

251298C00100

Sherwood Crossroods

340
Roodside- Roy

Rogers

Y

Photo # 8-029

Permit # 5035

M(2)YY5',
45.82 sq

ft
Roodside/ Front of

Lot

Sherwood Business

Center

Sherwood Business

Center

13565 SW Tuol.-Sher. Rd

251288D00700
274

Y

Photo # 8-090
Permit # 8104

MY
Sherwood Business

Center

139s0/1391.0 SW

Galbreoth Dr.

251288D00802

54C Y5'
31.5 sq.

ft
Front of Lot

Sherwood Business

Center

Y

Photo # 8-092

Permit # 8104

MYY5
Sherwood Busìness

Center

139s0/13910 SW

Golbreath Dr.

251.288D00800

544 35 sq ftRoodsÌde
Sherwood Business

Center

Photo # B-035

Permit # 4663

CNY73'70"25 sq ftRoadside
Sherwood Auto

Ce nte rSherwood Auto Center
13921 SW Tual.-Sher. Rd

251288D00500
688

Photoreferencesite ref location Business Name information location size he <25' < 6' type Conformt,

Y

Free standing sign inventory - November 2008 - Page 1-0 of 17



Ke - Y-yes, N=no, U=unknown, -=a imately
site ref location Business Name Sign information s location size height <25' < 6' reference Photo Conforming?

34P
Roy Rogers Rd.

251298C00100

Sherwood Crossroods

Sherwood Crossroods,

Safewoy, etc.

Sherwood

Crossroods,

Sofewøy, etc

Roadside- Roy

Rogers

*450 sq

ft.
-25' Y C

Photo #
PermÌt #

444
20407 SW Borchers Dr

25130AD14800
Sherwood lce Areno

lce Areno, Eye

Heolth, Hair Studio,

etc.

Roodside 72 sf. 18 Y N C

Photo #
Permit # sign3923

Y

1.3 A

L6030 Tu a loti n -S h e rwoo d

Rd.257298000600

Sherwood Morket Center

Sherwood Morket
Ce nte r, Al be rtso n s, etc

Sherwood Morket
Center, Albertsons,

etc.

Entrqnce Roadside 146.68 sf 29.8 N /V C

Photo # A-079

Permit #

Y

1-3 AK

Tuqlotin-Sherwood Rd.

251298000600
Sherwood Morket Center

Sherwood Mqrket
Ce nte r, AI be rtso n s, etc.

Sherwood Morket
Center, Albertsans,

etc.

Roqdside- Pacific

Hwy
1-46.68 29'.9'

^/
/V C

Photo # A-166

Permit #

Y

2H
16685 NW 12th St.

251"30D002500

M o rketp lo ce ot Sh e rwood

Sherwood Marketploce,
Joes, McDonalds

Morketploce At
Sherwood

Roodside 64 sf. 1-4.s', Y N M

Photo # A-4-1"37

Permit # L0131"

Y

3D
SW Sherwood Blvd

25730D002501"

M o rketp lo ce at Sh e rwood

Sherwood Mørketploce,
Joes, McDonolds

Marketploce At
Sherwood, loe's,

McDonolds, etc.

Roadside 544.5 sf. oppx. 42' C

Photo # A-4-124

Permit # 8784

N - size ond height

Free ' rding sign inventory - November 2008 - Page LL of 17



Key - Y=yes, N=no, U=unknown, -=¿n

site ref location Business Name Sign information s location size he <25' < 6'

588
Sherwood Tax qnd

Accounting, PC

22467 SW Ash St.

251328A02300
MYY*4.6',25 sq. ftRoqdside

Sherwood Tax and

Accounting, PC
N - design

Photo #

Permit # Plonning

only (08-01)

7B
Sherwood

Professional Center

Sherwood Professiona!

Center

21"888 SW Sherwood BIvd

251"29CC07400
M/C/VY-8'

'52 sq

ft.
Roodsìde N - design

Photo #
Permit #

21907 SW Sherwood Blvd

25129CCj7300
104 -3'

-L2 sq

ït.
Roqdside

Sherwood
Presbyterian Senior

Center

Sherwood Presbyterion

Senior Center
Y

Photo #

Permit #

P

A
YY

119 A
Sherwood Old Town

Dentol
1604i SW Railrood St

251328C04300

C

W
NY-L3.5',

*39 sq.

Ít,.
Front

Sherwood Old Town

Dentol
N - design

Photo # D-053

Permit #

15C
Sherwood Middle

School

Sherwood Middle

School

21,970 5W Sherwood BIvd

251328A00840
MUY

lnfor
Not

ovail
Roadsíde Y

Photo # D-162

Permit #

2L970 SW Sherwood Blvd

251328400800
1sA -4.5'

-27 sq.

Ít.
Roadside

Sherwood Middle

School

Sherwood Middle

School

Photo # D-161

Permit #

MYY

reference Photo

".t

.ù

Ë'

Èi l:li:ii.ì
t::r-ir,n {.ìl¡tt¡

$l'ri:rllccr.i

Y
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Key - Y=yes, N=no, U=unknown, -=¿ proximately
site ref location Business Name information sign location size <25' < 6' e reference Photo Conforming?

21A
22280 SW Washington St.

251i28800301-
Sherwood United
Methodist Church

Sherwood United
Methodist Church

Front 15 sq ft Y Y

M
c (2)

t5

Photo # D-L67

Permit # Planning

only

Y Y

D-169

N - design ond too
mony per lot

274
20015 SW Pacific Hwy

2 S 1- 29 8000 10 5 S h e rw o o d
Family Med.

Sherwood West, LLC

Sherwood Fomily

MedicÌne, Sherwood
Endodonics, HBH

Con.

Front of lot 100 sq. ft 7' Y
(9sw)

M

Photo # A-011

Permit # 10193

Y

268
20055 SW Pacific Hwy

251298000103

Sherwood West Office

Sherwood West, LLC

Sherwood West

Office Campus,

Chiropractic, etc.

Front of lot 90 sq. ft Qt Y
N

(sew)
M

Photo #A-007

Permit # 7793

Y

s2A
22444 SW Ook St.

251"328402000

Smockville Mentesori
Pre-School--

Kindergorten
Front

lnfor.
Not

avoil.

Y Y
C

B

Photo # D-0L7

Permit #

N - design

14 A-2
1"5651 SW Oregon St.

25129CD12s00

St. Frances CotholÌc

Church

St. Frances Cotholic

Church

Roodside-Oregon

5f.

-22.5 sq.

ft.
--5' Y Y

C-

roodsi
de

Photo #

Permit #

mulitple hanging

signs an telephone

poles

N -design and too

many per lot
iÈlàçrs
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Key - Y=yes, N=no, U=unknown, -=¿,

site ref location Business Name Sign information sign location size height <25' < 6'

N - design

Photo # 8-L14

Permit #

CNY-8'-49 sq

Ít
Roadside

The Outdoor Wood

Store
The Outdoor Wood

Store
1-3025 SW Tual.-Sher. Rd.

25728A000400
314

Y

tPhoto # A-184

Permit #9613

CN/V35'290.25Roodside
Target, Red Robín,

etc.
Target, Red Robin, etc.

2L365 SW Baler Wy

25129CA01"000 Langer

Farms Shop. Ctr.

1.5 B

N - design

Photo # C-041

Permit #

CYY
lnfo. Not

ovail.

Roodside-Pacific

Hwy
Steel TekSteel Tek

L7070 SW Sunset

25131DC00400
3e/

40/41 A

Y

Photo # D-139

Permit #

Canopy TentC

W
YY

lnfor
Not

ovail
RoqdsideStote FormState Fqrm

21973 SW Sherwood Blvd.

251328800200
244

Y

Photo #B-060

Permit # 9843

MYg'4"56 sq ftRoqdsideJohn Deere
Stqrk Street Lawn ond

Gorden
14270 SW Galbreoth Dr

251288C00900
654

Photo #

Permit #

MYY

Infor
Not

avoil

Roadside-Oregon

5r.

St. Frances Cqtholic

Church

St. Frsnces Cqtholic

Church

15651. SW Oregon St.

25129CD12500
14 A-1

Photoreference Conform¡,

Y
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- Y-yes, N=no, U=unknown, -=a roximately
site ref location Business Name S information sign location size h t <25' < 6' type reference Photo Conforming?

318
13025 5W Tuol.-Sher. Rd

251"284000400

The Outdoor Wood

Store

The Outdoor Wood

Store
Front

'36 sq.

ft.
-t-0' Y C

Photo #B-115

Permit #

N -design qnd too
many per lot

34A
20525 SW Cipole Rd

25128A000505
Therm Tec Therm Tec Roqdside

Info. Not
ovqil.

Y Y M

Photo #B-11.i

Permit # 1L27 qnd

1532
Y

348
22275 SW PocÌfic Hwy

257378401900
Troding Post/ Ant¡que

Moll
Buy-Sell Used

Furniture
Roodside-Pacific

Hwy
lnfo. Not

avail.
Y C

Photo # C-0L6

Permit #
Open Sign Below C

:--"..-"'

N -design and too
many per lot

34A
22275 SW Pacific Hwy

251318A01900
Troding Post/ Antique

Mall
Troding Post/
Antique Moll

Roodside-Pacific

Hwy
lnfo. Not

avail.
U C

Photo # C-015

Permit #

N -design snd too
mony per lot

728
L4841-14997 SW Tuql.-

Sher. Rd

25129A000401

Tuqlotin-Sherwood
Business Pork

Directory Front of Lot
-40 sq

ft.
*4'

Y Y M

Photo # B-136

Permit #

Y

724
L4841-14997 SW Tuql.-

Sher. Rd

251.294000400

Tuolotin-She rwood
Business Pqrk

Tuqlqtin-Sherwood

Business Pork
Roodside

-40 sq

ft.
-6.5' Y M

Photo #B-135

Permit #

Y
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Key - Y=yes, N=no, U=unknown, -=.

site ref location Business Name information sign location size ht <25' < 6' type Conform,

N - design

N - design, but
permitted after
new sign coòle

Photo # c-032

Permit #

PY23'2"45.6 sq ft
Roadside-Pacific

Hwy
Woodhoven

Crossing
Woodhqven Crossing

22802 SW Forest Creek Dr.

Ste. 102

25131BC90000

5A

N - design

Photo #

Permit # Planning

only (08-01")C

B (4)
YY23 sq. ftFront

Woodhaven

Community Church

Woodhoven eommunity

Church

22240 SW Woshington St

251328B00700
294

N - design

Photo # D-037

Permit #
P

A

B

Y-9
-13.5 sq.

ft.
Front/Side

Whqt Goes Around
Comes Around

What Goes Around

Comes Around
22461 SW Pine St.

251s28C03600
944

N - designI

Photo # B-018

Permit #

M/CYY*5',-22 sq.ft.RoodsideWellonsWellons
14440 SW Tuol.-Sher. Rd.

25128C000301
11, A

N - design

Photo #

Permit # 9564

C
N

(eew)
Y25125 sf.RoadsideWolgreensWølgreens

21065 SW Pacific Hwy

25130D001700
42C

Photo #B-133

Permit #

MYY-3.5'
*35 sq

Ít.
FrontTVFRTVFR

15440 SW Oregon St.

25132A801200
159 A

Photoreference
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Yl,ç reference Photo Conforming?

4B
23000 SW Pocific Hwy

251"3lC809100
YMCA

Sherwood Fomily
YMCA

Rood side-Pocific

Hwy
32 sq ft 1L' Y

/V

(sew)
M

Photo # C-029

Permit # 7324

Y

494
22350 SW Pine St.

251328A01400
Yo u r Jo u rn ey Co u nse I i n g

Se rvices

Your Journey

Counseling Services
Front 12 sq. ft o Y Y

C

W

Photo #D-026

Permit #

N - design

22211 5W pacific Hwy Claus Consulting
Claus Consulting
qnd reoder boord

Roodside-Pacific

Hwy
84 sq. ft. 23' 4" Y

(eew)
CP

Photo # Permit #

NO PICTURE Y

Ke - Y-yes, N=rìo, U=unknown, -=a imately
ref location Bus information sign location size <25' < 6'
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City of Sherwood, Oregon
Draft Planning Commission Minutes

December 9, 2008

Commission Members Present:

Chair Allen
Jean Lafayette
Matt Nolan
Raina Volkmer
Adrian Emery

Commission Members Absent:
Todd Skelton

Staff:

Julia Hajduk, Planning Manager
Heather Austin, Senior Planner
Karen Brown, Recording Secretary

City Attorney: Heather Martin

3.

4.

5.

6.

Council Liaison -

1

I Calt to Order/Roll Calt - Chair Allen called the meeting to order. Karen Brown
called roll

Consent Agenda - Chair Allen asked if anyone had comments or changes to make to
the October 14,2008 draft meeting minutes. No changes were made. Commissioner
Lafayette made a motion to approve the consent agenda. The motion was seconded by
Commissioner Walker and all were in favor, the motion carried.

Staff Announcements - There were no staff announcements made at this meeting.

City Council Comments - Mayor Mays had been present during the work session, but
was not at the meeting. There were no City Council comments made.

Community Comments -No community comments were given

Old Business

a. Chair Allen re-opened PA08-01 The Brookman Road Concept Plan continuation. He

started by summarizing the process to this point. The Plan has been in review with the Planning
Commissioner for a number of months. There have been public hearings held as well as several

work sessions over the spring and summer. Tonight's meeting is another public hearing
opportunity for comments from the public. He read the public hearing statement, and then asked

for any exparte contact or conflicts of interest. He and Commissioner Volkmer both disclosed

that they live in the Arbor Lane neighborhood that could potentially be affected by decisions

made on this plan. He then asked Julia to present her staff report.

Julia Hajduk - began with a brief summary of the history of the project to date. The l't public
hearing was held in June of 2008. Many questions were raised both by the Planning
Commission and members of the public and additional information was requested. Staff then

Draft Planning Commission Meeting
December 9, 2008 Minutes



broke those out into a series of work sessions during the past several months. Some changes
have been directed by the Commission and curently staff is moving forward with the directives.
The Staff repoft being reviewed in this meeting is a modification to the June 3'd Staff report.
While there are some changes, it has been built upon the original Steering Committee
recommendations. The Steering Committee recommendations are exhibits 7 - 4, and there are

recommended conditions throughout the Staff Report based on new information received and
questions that were answered in those work sessions. This Staff Report contains a

recommendation to forward a recommendation to the City Council for the updated hybrid rnap
and zoning map changes that are identified in exhibit 9. The area of employment has also been a
topic of many discussions. Due to the fact that there are still many unknowns within the
Brookman Road connector, staff has recommended some specific conditions as well as a policy
analysis for Council's consideration that is on page 25 of the Staff Report. Julia read the policy
analysis to the commission and public and with that closed her staff repoft presentation.

Chair Allen asked what the Council would potentially do with the language included in her
conditions.

Julia explaining what some of the options could be: they could proceed with adoption, adoption
with specific additional amendments to the comprehensive plan regarding phasing or possibly
adopt the concept plan and only implement portions through the comp plan map changes. The
Council will need to decide at a policy level how they want to proceed with the project.

Chair Allen asked if an option for the Commission would be to strengthen the language from a
policy analysis to one or more policy recommendations.

Julia agreed

Commissioner Emery asked what the time constraints are that have been set by Metro and what
Metro's options are if the time constraints are not met.

Julia was not aware of a specific deadline date. She noted that we are already beyond the
original date required for a response. An extension was requested. As long as progress is being
shown she believes they will not raise too much of an issue. There are however funding
restraints. We have received funding through the Metro Construction Excise tax funds. The last
payment of those funds is paid upon adoption of something. That should not be the driving
factor, but is something to be considered. We do need to continue to proceed and show that an

effort is being made. Julia added that this issue has been with the Planning Commission for
almost 6 months now and that something needs to get to the City Council for their consideration
at a policy level.

Commissioner Lafayette asked what Julia would predict the Council doing with a partial
recommendation from the Commission and if the Council could send it back to the Commission

Julia explained that there are basically 3 distinct areas. She sees that there are several options
that the Council could take in making their policy decision that include: taking what is in place
now and what is in the near future and move the plan on to implementation, or implement the
plan in pieces and not implement the central piece and send that back at alater date, they could
also adopt the concept plan but choose not to implement it, they could also say they are not going

2
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to adopt or implement the plan, etc. Julia feels that this is a conversation the Council needs to
begin having very soon.

Chair Allen gave a quick history for the people in the audience to help them understand the

process and how it has come to this point. He then opened the meeting up for public testimony.

Maureen Pierce a Sherwood resident testified that she understands that the proposal is for 1 I

units where she lives and I I around her and 24 units across the street. She feels this will impact
her quality of life as well as her neighbors that are all on septic systems and wells. She feels

there will be an increase in traffic and crime in the area due to the location of an apartment
building. She is against the proposal.

Dennis Derby who, with partners, owns land in the Brookman Road addition area and was also

on the Steering Committee testified that his main concern is the wetland areathat is identifìed in
the center of the concept plan. He provided copies of a handout that he wanted the Commission
to see. (That exhibit will be labeled as l4-B in the record). There is a potential that the concept
plan includes some mapping of a wetland 4-5 acres in size that through their wetland delineation
may only be 4000 sq. ft. There may be approximately 4 acres of additional buildable land that
could be added to the residential area.

Lisa Jo Frech testified on behalf of Raindrops to Refuge. Their main concern is Green Design.
They strongly advocate the use of "Green Design Principals", which can take place across a wide
range of green. Raindrops to Refuge will be more than willing to assemble a panel of experts to
help city and county councils and staff to discuss what has happened in other areas. Their
suppolt of the project is contingent upon use of ooGreen Design Principles." They are writing a

special grant to pay for the local expefts to assist the Commission. They are also creating a

resource library of "Green Development Resources" collected from all around the state and the

country, so that people can learn from others experiences.

Commissioner Lafayette asked how the Commission could change or improve what they have

done so far to highlight the idea of Green Building.

Ms. Frech directed the question to Julia whose response was to say that the recommendations in
the Comprehensive Plan already say ooencourage use of low impact development practices and

storm water system designs where appropriate and permissible that mimic natural hydrologic
processes, minimize impacts to natural resources and eliminate pollution to water sheds." That is

a proposed policy within the comprehensive plan to implement the Brookman Road concept
plan.

David DeHarpport introduced himself as a property owner (with partners) of several pieces of
property on the eastern section ofthe concept plan. They do support the draft zoningplan and

the concept plan with the exception of the east park. They have drafted a letter with several

points defending their suggestion for moving the park further to the west. They respectfully
request that the Commission consider relocating the park to the eastern sub-area as shown on the
July map.

Draft Planning Commission Meeting
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Craig Larkin a Sherwood resident living on Redfern Drive is opposed to the plan as it shows
Redfern as a through street. He feels it would be a safety issue for the children as well as

creating noise problem s.

Neil Shannon a Sherwood resident living on Redfern read a statement he had prepared voicing
his opinion that connecting Redfern Drive would be a disaster to the neighborhood. He suggests
that Redfern Drive should not be shown as a connection until a specific proposal from a

developer can show a plan for a limited traffic and mitigation if necessary. He also requests that
the Commission consider modifications to allow pedestrian, bicycle and emergency vehicle
traffic only.

Doug Davina a Sherwood resident living on Redfern Drive supports the two previous speakers
in their opposition to connecting Redfern Drive. His concern is for the traffic impact and for the
safety of the children in the neighborhood.

No other persons were signed up or chose to testify, therefore, Chair Allen closed the Public
Hearing on PA 08-01 Brookman Road Concept Plan and asked for any more staff comments.

Julia responded by saying that she believes that all of the issues raised at this meeting have been

raised and addressed within the Staff Report and recommendations. She responded to a question
from Chair Allen regarding funding for park development by saying that as part of the fiscal
analysis that was done, SDC fees will partially fund the park land. There are no development
code requirements that require parks to be dedicated at this time in Sherwood. The parks shown
may not be developed where indicated.

Chair Allen summarized what decisions he sees need to be made or considered including:
Considering lestimony received at this meeting that said don't proceed
Green Development standards issues

Park area adequacy issue

What to do within the central sub-area regarding residential vs. jobs generating land
Redfern connectivity issue

Wetland issue near area on North side
East park location

Commissioner Nolan added that he has concerns about what the residential vs. industrial mix
should be. He feels without knowing where the l-5199 connector will go through, they are ahead

of things making their decision. Commissioner Emery agreed 100%o and added that he feels it is
too early in the process to make a decision and would be happy to see the question tabled for a

year.

Julia recommended that a decision like that should come as a policy decision and that the City
Council needs to be the group that makes that determination. The Commission can raise all their
issues and concerns, but that the Council needs to consider their options.

Commissioner Nolan added that he feels that while the advisory committee did a great job, there
is such a huge uncertainty about what will happen to make a decision.

Draft Planning Commission Meeting
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The Commission continued to discuss options for zoning possibilities. Chair Allen asked Tom
Pessemier (the City's Comrnunity Development Director and member of the I-5199 W
Stakeholder's committee) to address the Commission and public. Tom indicated that originally a
decision was anticipated to be made regarding the connector more than a year ago. He stated

that there are no further meetings planned on the project until at least mid January or February.
At best there may be a decision made on a corridor to revise the RTP within 2009,but any

decisions regarding construction would be many, many years in the future.

Chair Allen asked Heather Martin, from the City's Attorney's office when and if they owners in
that area ever get the chance to argue their case, and say the process has taken too long and now
we can develop our land as we want.

Heather explained that she would have to look into a get a bit more information.

Chair Allen rephrased his question by saying that he is worried about the unintended
consequences that if the Commission takes a deferral action that could end up taking years,

would that then allow the land owners to fight and win a case that they have been held up too
long and be allowed to move forward.

Julia, as with Heather, would like to look more closely at that question, but she sees this as more
of a Metro issue. She doesn't see immediate issues, but the question will arise when Metro stafts
looking at their next UGB expansion they will have to factor in the amount of area previously
brought in that are still not being developed and why. As far as a legal right to develop land

based on a time limit for being in the UGB she is not aware of any issues. The area will have to
be concept planned and zoned.

The Commission continued to discuss what the ramifications would be of any decision or choice
not to make decision at this tirne would be.

Julia strongly encouraged the Commission to move this process onto the City Council, and to
give the Council an oppoftunity to hear and think about everything the Commission has said. If
they are in full agreement they can then remand the issue back to the Commission or they can

table it, but that at this point it really needs to be elevated to the next level, so a policy level
decision can be made about how to proceed.

The Commission discussed the benefits and options of having a work session with the City
Council.

Chair Allen then asked if any of the outstanding issues would impact what the decision about
Redfem might be. Commissioners Nolan and Emery both feel that Redfern should not have any
connection and should be removed from the plan regardless of any other connections made,

however preserving the pedestrian, bike and emergency connection.

Commissioner Lafayette voiced a concern about modifoing connectivity promised in the TSP.

Chair Allen took an informal poll of the Commissioner to see if they were all in favor of
modifying the connectivity of Redfern. All were in favor. He then called for a 5 minuet recess

to speak with staff.
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Chair Allen called the meeting back to order and suggested moving forward with a
recommendation to the City Councilto adopt a modified version of the Hybrid Concept plan
pending a couple issues that need to be decided east of Cedar Creek, then go into a work session
with the Council to discuss a policy decision about what the Council would like to see for the
central and western parts of the plan with respect to waiting or not for the l-5199 connector
decisions to be made.

Commissioner Emery would like to see something in writing from staff before any decisions are
made showing exactly what is being proposed. He also asked for a tax lot break down of the
effected areas.

A discussion ensued about the property needing to go through annexation and what the
Commission's recommendations would mean. For clarification, Julia explained the process of
annexation to the Commission and members of the public including the need to be voted on by
the citizens of Sherwood and the potential time frame of 6 months for the process to take place.

Chair Allen proposed continuing the deliberation on the plan amendment to the first meeting in
January. He asked staff to provide the material needed to consider a recommendation on the
poftion of the concept plan east of Cedar Creek, with revised finds that deal with limiting the
connectivity on Redfern and any guidance from the City's Attorney about what the risks are of a
long term failure to Master Plan. He asked if there is a motion to continue deliberation on PA
08-01 Brookman Road Concept Plan to the January 13rt',2009 meeting. CommissionerNolan so

moved and Commissioner Lafayette seconded the motion. All were in favor, the motion carried.

6.b. Chair Allen opened the public hearing for PA08-03 City of Sherwood Sign Code. He
read the public hearing statement then asked the Commission for any exparte' contact, bias or
conflicts of interest. None were given.

Julia presented the staff report by first reminding everyone that the Sign Code had been update in
200412005. In the 2005 ordinance there was an amotiization clause in the non-conforming
section that says any non-conforming signs would have to be removed within 5 years of that
ordinance. In preparation for implementing that clause the city did an inventory on all of the free
standing signs in the city. In that inventory it was discovered that over half of the curuent signs
are non-conforming due to design andlor height and size. Another issue that has been raised is
that the current sign code does not make a distinction in size based on location. The Commission
has met in two different work sessions and compared Sherwood's sign code to neighboring
jurisdictions and the sign inventory. What is being recommended is that uniformly all free
standing signs in the City can be 6' tall and 36 sq. ft. in size. However, there is an understanding
that along Pacific Hwy. and larger commercial areas may need larger signs as traffic is going
much faster reducing visibility. The proposed exception is that sites along or within 100' of
Pacific Hwy. be allowed to be increased to 20' per development site and 150 sq. ft. in size. In
addition commercial plazas and centers greater than 10 acres elsewhere in the city may also be
increased to the 20', 150' sq. ft. Iimits as well. Another concern raised was the electronic
messaging signs. There is a proposal included to limit the area of a sign that can be electronic
messages.
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Exhibit C (distributed at the meeting) is from Matt Grady with Gramor recommending some

modifications. He points out that the proposed code unintentionally regulates away wall signs in
industrial areas, which was not the intent. He suggests referring back to wall signs for
commercial standards. He also recommends adding a caveat for the Langer project as it is a pre-

approved PUD that is allowed to have commercial development.

Another point of clarification is that the intent is to rectify the issue that over half of the existing
signs are non-conforming and under the current standards would have to come down by 2010.

The proposal is to modify the non-conforming section to say that except for those signs deemed

to be really too tall and too big all currently non-conforming signs would continue to be

classified as non-conforming but would not have to come down. The signs that currently have to
come down within 5 years will still have to be removed if they are too tall or too big. The signs

that are non-conforming based on design would not have to be removed. The proposal only
exempts those under 25' in height. Julia then asked if there were any questions.

Chair Allen asked if the proposed langue has been reviewed by legal counsel.
Julia confirmed that it has.

He also suggested clarifying the language on page 2, adding "subject to the exemptions in A &
B" Julia agreed and added that staff proposed changing the language to say ooany" sign under 25'
tall. Commissioner Lafayette suggested deleting "under" 25' and changing the wording to "all
signs up to 25 ft."

Julia added that the Council has a resolution in place that temporarily prohibits the acceptance of
free standing sign permit applications while the code is being updated. Due to the holidays and

scheduling staff will not meet the 90 period given to update the code, so council may decide on

December 16th, to extend that resolution by an additional45 days.

Chair Allen opened the meeting up to public testimony.

Matt Grady of Gramor Development's testimony was mainly directed at the Langer PUD which
is an industrial zoned property of approxim ately 65 acres. He worked with Julia to create some

revised language that would allow commercial type signs in this industrial arca, which is

included in the letter he has submitted. He urged the Commission to adopt the new code.

Jim Claus began by saying he has sent the Planning Staff a Best Practice Manual that has been

reviewed by most of the leading authorities on signs in the United States. He believes that the

code being proposed needs a very thorough review. He went on to say that sign codes were
given I't Amendment protection by the Supreme Court. He mentioned that if signs were not
time, place and manner content neutral one would have to pay damages and costs for litigation.
He feels the proposed code is not time, place and manner and not content neutral. He finds it
very unfortunate that as he sees it we have rules being proposed now that are contrary to the
State Compliance agreement. He pointed out to Chair Allen that this could be a real

consideration because some ofthe provisions being proposed, if implemented on Hwy 99 and

brought into the Billboards would instantly introduce a 10Yo withdraw of highway funds.

As his 5 minute time limit ran out, Chair Allen asked Mr. Claus for an example of something in
the code that would not be content neutral.
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Mr. Claus pointed out the 35olo message center proposal. "That's been held not to be content
neutral...." Why are we picking 35Yo of a sign that can change? The latest revolution in signs is
LEDs, which can be seen on the sign Mr. and Mrs. Claus have recently erected. He also believes
the City has stepped outside the compliance agreement that has been signed with the Federal
Government on 99W with the 30 second review. Those areas are what need to be reviewed. He
offered to review the code for the City to help find the areas that are unconstitutional. He
doesn't believe we need more billboards and audacious signs and he doesn't feel that we should
have more signs that are not time, place and content neutral.

Commissioner Emery asked if Mr. Claus is familiar with regulations or limitations on the
brightness or suggested lumen ratings.

Mr. Claus's sign has an automatic dimmer. He believes this a valid point. The incandescent
lights tend to have a halation effect. The automatic dimmer devices remove the halation effect,
which needs to be done. The foot lumens on florescent lights do need to be controlled.

John Alto representing Chevron and Cam Durrell representing Les Schwab Tire Center
testified together. Mr. Alto believes that the image of our community is developed as they drive
through. 'What they see is from the edge of the road into about 50'. He feels there is nothing
more important than signs and the sign ordinance in the city. If we don't have a good, simple
sign ordinance it will go the wrong direction. He fully supports what the Planning Commission
and Staff have done. He doesn't believe that what is being proposed will have a big fìnancial
burden on existing signs which is a critical item for him. He submitted, as reference the sign
code for Scottsdale, Arizona, which has the reputation for having the tightest sign ordinance in
the country. While he believes it is not perfect, it may have elements that could help tighten the
sign code in Sherwood. He wanted to emphasize that it is important his sign on Hwy. 99 W be

allowed to maintain its height as people have to make a decision at 45 mph to safely enter their
facility.

Mr. Durrell does feel that these changes may put a financial burden on some of the businesses in
Sherwood as they try to bring their signs into compliance. He feels that with the state of the
economy at this time and as we try to encourage new business to even up our tax base that it is
important to look at the burden that could be created for small businesses. He also asked that the
Commission think about, in addition to Hwy 99 and the sight lines, that Tualatin/Sherwood Road
be considered in this light as well. If people are traveling east to west on Tualatin/Sherwood
road, his sign is not visible until after you have passed the driveway.
He recommended that the City notify business owners when their signs are out of compliance.
He was not aware that his sign was out of compliance until he read it on the front page of the
Sherwood Gazette.

Commissioner Emery asked regarding the Scottsdale sign ordinance if he liked it and if he felt it
worked for the businesses.

Mr. Alto does like their code and the detail it goes into regarding wall signs and landscaping
around free standing signs. He feels that the big challenge now is not with the permanent signs
that he and Les Schwab have, but rather the temporary banners, posters and plywood that will be

difficult to regulate.
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Both gentlemen offered their inforrnation and help to the Commission and Staff if needed

Chair Allen closed the public testimony on PA 08-02. He asked for legal counsel's s take on the
35% allowed for message centers not being content neutral.

Heather Martin from the City Attorney's office response was that it is content neutral issue. As
long as we are not controlling what is being written on the board, we are not reviewing for
content.

Julia added that it is an issue of design, how it's constructed, not the content. She suggested that
perhaps a more thorough legal review needs to be done. She sees that the distinction is that there
may be aspects of the existing code that may not be fully content neutral. Changes can continue
to be made to try to obtain content neutrality. This review was focused on free standing signs, so

there has not been a legal analysis on the full sign code.

Chair Allen would feel more comfoftable seeing the proposed language in writing and that could
buy some more time if there are more legal reviews needed. At a minimum he would like to see

the changes say that anything built new the rules wìll be X and take more time to deal with any
non-confonning signs and height and size issues. He does want to keep the changes that have
been discussed so far including: the references to A and B in 5, changing the language in D to
say "up to and including 25" and 100 sq. ft. in size.

Julia clarified where she thought the meeting was going by saying she is assuming that there will
be a motion made to continue and that the Commission would want Staff to come back with all
of the changes discussed this evening as well as a legal response on whether or not additional
changes may be appropriate or necessary to insure compliance with current sign rules. Staff will
also review the sign code from Scottsdale provided by Mr. Alto and have an initial response to
that.

She added a response to Mr. Durrell's statement about the Les Schwab sign, under the proposed
amendments that sign would not have to come down.

After some discussion among the Comrnission about deterrnining the "Town Center" as the
location of where the signs could be up to 20 feet tall and 150 square feet in size Chair Allen
asked if the Town Center is defined well enough to say if a business is outside the town center
area.

Julia confirmed that it is well defined.

Chair Allen asked if staff could bring back language that expands the area that is entitled to
higher and larger signs to either use an existing definition or propose something that captures a

commercially viable distance around both main intersections on Hwy 99.

Commissioner Lafayette asked for clarification on existing code language in several places in the
code. Julia answered her questions and also explained that the proposed changes are not looking
at the entire code at this time. Chair Allen added that the mission for this review is height and

size.
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Chair Allen summarized that he is looking for language that makes the adjustments discussed

around the 6 corners area to be reviewed at the January 13th. He reminded everyone of the
expiration date of the moratorium and suggested at a minimum they come out of that meeting
with something regarding new construction so the moratorium on applications can be lifted.
There will be additional review by the City's Attorney as well as a review of the issues raised in
Jim Claus' letter. There will also be a copy of the Scottsdale code (exhibit C-9) distributed for
review. Chair Allen asked that Julia bring up the issue of the proposed Pride Disposal sign at the
next meeting since it is late and he would like to give it some quality attention.

Commissioner Lafayette made a motion to continue PA 08-03 Sign Code Amendment to the
January 13th, meeting. Commission Nolan seconded the motion. All were in favor, the motion
carried.

Chair Allen closed the meeting at9:30

7. Next Meeting: January 131h, 2009

End of minutes
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